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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to give an account of 
Matthew Arnold's visit to America. An examination of the 
opinions he expressed about the American way of life in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century should indicate reasons 
for any influence he may have had on America. 
Arnold's published correspondence has been studied 
thoughtfully in order to find his more unguarded references 
to America. His Civilization in the United States and his 
Discourses in America have been studied for the more carefully 
planned statements. 
The judgment of his own generation upon the lasting 
qualities of his message has been taken into consideration as 
well as that of modern writers. 
A comparatively large amount of space will be found 
given to a discussion of Matthew Arnold's place in the cultural 
and creative life of his day. This was done because the facts 
not only indicate the reason for American enthusiasm for the 
proposed lecture tour,but also serve as a basis for the 
conclusions drawn about his influence on America. 
Since a person's influence is something which cannot be 
tested and measured scientifically, any conclusions arrived at 
are, of necessity, subjective. The fact that the opinions of 
others have been quoted frequently throughout the thesis may be 
justified in the belief that in a collocation of quotations 
there is originality. Furthermore, identity of opinion may 




MAT THEW ARNOLD IN 1883 
I. WHAT ARNOLD HAD ACCOMPLI SHED TO 1883 
Matthew Arnold was sixty-one yea rs of age the year in 
which he first made the pers onal acquaintance of America. For 
almost thirty years he had carried on the exacting work of a 
public inspectorship of schools, under government appointment. 
The routine was irksome to him, but the observations he drew 
from his work, and the opportunity provided for travel and 
contact with leaders in public life were stimuli to the man 
who would have preferred to spend the thirty years in reading 
and writing. Arnold made his inspectorship yield him a current 
of fresh thought about the place and significance of education 
in the changing industrial and political organizati on of the 
country. He offered a statesmanlike plan for the organization 
and e~tension under joint government and municipal control of 
a more intelligent and better correlated system of elementary, 
secondary, and university training. These ideas he had put 
forth in a series of reports, the most important of which, 
publ ished in 1860-1861, and 1868, followed upon his service in 
commissions sent abroad to observe the educati onal systems of 
France, Germany, Belgium, and Switzerland. The present 
organization of education in England, fina lly completed by the 
Education Act of 1902, was substantially in harmony with 
I Arnold's recommendations. The desire to provide popular edu-
cation, which was gaining impetus during Arnold's youth, was 
in part disinterested but in large part motivated by the 
desire of religious and political groups to extend their 
powers. As the problem of popular education became more ob-
vious, the fear of the dissenting middle-class grew, lest its 
rights be compromised by the old order. 
Theoretical l y at least, the tradition of the 
Puritan middle cla s s in respect to education was a 
good one. Puritanism rested on the ability of 
every man to read the Bible and to interpret it for 
himself; it rested on the relative fre edom of the 
inquiring mind. At the height of the Puritan power 
Milton had advocated free education and Cromwell 
had attempted to establish it. The astonishing urge 
for s chooling in Scotland, the even more commanding 
place which education held in New England life, pro-
ducing that well-nigh incredible desire for learning 
that Van Wyck Brooks has described in The Flowering 
of New England, the natural as s umption in earliest 
America that free education was a ri ght to receive 
and a duty to give, are all of Puritan origin. The 
best of the middle class prophets-~Adam Smith and 
Bentham among them--were agreed that education was 
the State's duty, and ~ven Macaulay desired State 
control in thi s realm. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The Committee's inspectors--inspection was one 
of the government's requirements for grants and 
the Societies fought it in every way--knew that the 
curriculum was inadequate and that the instruction 
by undertrained and underpaid teachers who were 
usually comp!lled to use the mass-production methods 
of Bell and La ncas ter were of little use. They 
knew that the cause of even sectarian religion was 
not served when little boys answered the catechism 
questions , "What is thy duty towards God?" and 
"Wha t i s thy duty towards thy neighbor?" with "My 
duty t oads God is to bleed in Him, to f ering and 
to loa f withold your arts, withold my mine, withold 
4 
"my sold, and with my sernth, to whirch~and give 
thanks, to put my old trash[Whole t~uet~ in Him, to 
call upon Him, to onner His old name and His world, 
and to save Him truly all the days of my life's end," 
and with "My dooty toads my nabers, to love him as 
thyself, and to do to all men as I wed though shall 
and to me; to love, onner, and suke my farther and 
mother; to onner and to bay the ~ueen and all that 
are pet in a forty under her; to emit myself to all 
my gooness, teaches, sportial pastures, and marsters.'l 
Arnol~ carried with him on his rounds of school inspecticn 
the idea of the grand style and the ignobility of what he saw 
in England distressed him. In France he found that the State 
allowed the three religious groups their separate . schools but 
itself remained neutral. The preface to the report "Popular 
Education in France" (1861) he later published as "Democracy" 
and it contained his ideas · on education and English society in 
general. The influence of the ideas in this essay, as well as 
Arnold's opinion about France, showed in "Numbers", one of the 
three lectures delivered in America. His ·constant re-iteration 
of the lack of culture of the middle-class, the growing power 
of the middle-cl~ss, and hence the great need of spiritual 
reform of the middle-class, he expressed in his letters as well 
as his essays and lectures on and in America. 
Arnold's own education consisted of some years of 
elementary instruction under his uncle at Laleham, a year at 
1Lional Trilling, Matthew Arnold (New York: w.w. Norton 
and Company, Inc., 1939), pp. 182-184. 
5 
Winchester, five years under his father at Rugby, and a 
classical scholarship at Balliol when he went up to Oxford. 
When he left the university he had probably desired, 
above everything else, to be a poet. For three years (1847-1851 
he acted as private secretary to Lord Lansdowne, President of 
the Council, and by 1849 had had sufficient time for his poetry 
to enable him to publish his first volume, The Strayed Reveller 
and Other Poems. This was followed in 1852 by Empedocles on 
Etna and Other Poems, published· anonymously as the former had 
been. During the first five or six years of his inspectorship 
be was working on "Empedocles on Etna~, 7 "Tristran and Iseult", 
"Sohrab and Rustum", 11 Balder Dead", and brought out the volume 
known as First Series in 1853, and Poems, Second Series in 1855 
After the classical tragedy Merope in 1858 there was no volume 
of poetry until New Poems, 1867. 
Matthew Arnold's transition from poetry was probably 
accelerated by his election to the professorship of poet7y at 
Oxford in 1857. The decade which followed was that of the 
founding of an important body of magazines and reviews in-
cluding the Cornhill, Macmillans, the Fortnightly, the 
Contemporary, the Nineteenth Century, and the Pall Mall Gazelle. 
Nearly all of Arnold's criticism, literary, social, andre-
ligious, appeared first in publ ished form in these or similar 
revi·ews. The works which he selected for permanence were 
gathered into volumes. Only two were published after 1883: 
Discourses in America (1885), and Essays in Criticism, Second 
• 
6 
II. ARNOLD' S PLACE IN THE CULTURAl.. AND CHEATIVE WORLD OF HIS DA 
The comments of a personal friend and one-time editor 
for Matthew Arnold showed how Arnold was regarded by the 
British public. Mr. Leslie Stephen, lecturing at Owens College, 
Manchester, mn November 13, 1893, said of his friend: 
It struck me that Arnold's merits were even more 
fully recognized there than in his own country •••• 
Fame on tne othe r side of the Atlantic establishes a 
certain presumption of excellence. It proves that a 
man's influence was not created by, and may some-
times indicate that i2 has been pa rtly obscured by, 
our local prejudices. 
In describing Arnold's manner he sa id, "If it just savoured 
of intellectual coxcombry, it was redeemed by a simplicity and 
social amenity which showed that his nature had resisted the 
o s sifying process which makes most of us commonplace and prosai 
in later life."3 
Of Arnold's popularity it may be inferred that, accordin 
to Stephen: 
The popularity of Tennyson was partly owing to 
the fact tha t he could express what occurred to 
everybody in language that could be approa ched by 
everybody. • • • Arnold, on th-e contrary, is, in ell 
his poems, writing for the cultivated, and even for 
a small class of cultivated people. The i deas 
which he expresses are not only such as do not com-
mend thems elves, but some times such as are rather 
annoying, to the average reader.4 
~eslie Stephen, Studies of ~ Biographer (New York: G.P. 
Putnam's Sons, 1898), II, p. 76. 
3Ibid., II, p. 78. 
4Ibid., II 6 
Arnold's difficulty was not apathy of the reading public 
but its divided attention. 
For the period was one in which literary question 
had been pushed in the background. The Origin of 
the Species had appeared in 1859; a Reform Act had 
been passed in 186?; the first Education Act followed 
in 18?0. The thoughts of men were occ~pied with 
ev luation and the "higher criticism" of the Bib~ ; 
with political and social movements. They had little 
time to spare for aesthetic problems. As we shall 
see, even the greatest personality in English 
criticism since the Romantic trio, Coleridge, Lamb5 and Hazlitt, was tempted away from his true field. 
Arnold realized the modern spirit. In "Heine" he had 
!pointed out people's awareness of the fact that the system 
of life they had inherited did not fit the times. In "Equality" 
he had spoken of the futility of trying to live on~ th a social 
organization of which the day is over. 
The materialistic spirit which he was to find in America 
was rampant in England as well. Arnold feared that the rest-
lessness which would cause the old ways to be swept aside 
would sweep away any existing goods. Trilling commented: 
Yet Arnold's exaggeration of urbanity, amenity 
and order was not without justification in his time. 
The tone of the intellectual life of his day was 
fairly raw; it was much invaded by the acerbities of 
party politics, the critic choosing the knout or 
the butter-spreader according to the politics of 
the author he was reviewing; and political life was 
too little touched by the intellect •••• It was 
I 
\ 5Harley Granville-Barker, editor, The Eighteen Seventies 
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1929), p. 196. 
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the age of science and it was the age of pa rty--on 
the one hand there was the effort for clarity and 
the pas s ionless definition of meaning, and on the 
other hand calculated6obfuscation and the appeal to pas s ion and interest. · 
Arnold recognized the modern spirit, the trend of the 
times, the maladie de siecle--doubts, disputes, distractions, 
fears. He came forward at a time when the modern spirit was 
questioning both the validity of religion and the intelligence 
of those who desired still to acc~pt it, a nd in the name of 
driticism said that reli gion was good, and necessary. His awn 
religious doubts and denials were well known from his poems. 
His criticism reconciled the two forces warring in his youth--
rati onalism and faith. His rati onalism was not mechanistic; 
his faith was n ot other-worldly. "The main element of the 
odern spirit's life is neither . the senses and understanding, 
or the heart and imagination; it is the imaginative reason," 
e had said in Essays in Criticism, First Series. 
In M~xed Essays, Arnold's fundamental propositi on wa s 
hat culture can be come perfect only in the perfect state. The 
·ndividual must complete himself by helping others to be com-
lete. Arnold had pointed out, as poetry professor, that tbe 
ast half-century was a history of advancing ideas against which 
6 
Lionel Trilling, Matthew Arnold (New York; w. w. Norton 
nd Company, 1939), pp. 201-202. 
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the aristocracy of England with its powers of "endurance and 
resistance" had stood as a barrier. They were the "Barbarians" 
holding back progress. The term "Americ'anisms" which was an 
outgrowth of Alexis de Tocqueville's Democracy in America 
(1835-1839), Arnold used for cultural trends which he disliked. 
Tocqueville's book made John Stuart Mill modify 
his faith in democracy, .and Sainte-Beuve, Renan, 
Scherer, and Arnold himself, foresaw for Europe a 
wave of Americanism--by which they meant vulgarity, 
loss of distinction, and, above all, that eccentricit 
of thought which arises when each man, no matter 
what his training or gifts, may feel that the demo-
cratic doctrine of equality allows him to consider 
his ideas of equal worth with those of his neighbor. 
The faddist Newman represented for Arnold the 
English approximation to the decentralized and fad-
dist thought of America, with its multitudinous 
diversification of religious sects, its "causes," 
itslack of any intellectual authority--exactly as 
Tocqueville had described it.7 
The great middle-class, blindly accepting the .utilitarian 
philoso phy of the time, Arnold branded ~s "Philistines."8 Their 
lack of culture presented a greater problem even than the check 
of the Barbarians. Arnold's friend Stephen wrote: 
7rbid., pp. 171-172. 
8For an interesting and amusing picture of the life 
which Matthew Arnold so labelled, see Amy Cruse, The Victorians 
and their Books (London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1935), 
Chapter XI, The Philis t ines, pp. 219-235. 
10 
The doctrine of culture is, of course, in some 
sense the common property of all cultivated men. 
Carlyle, like Arnold, wished for an exit from 
Houndsditch and a rellnquishment of Hebrew old 
clothes. But Arnold detested Carlyle's Puritanism, 
and was alienated by his sulphurous and volcanic ex-
plosiveness. Mill hated the tyranny of the majority , 
and, of course, rejected ~he Puritan theology. But 
Mill was a Benthamite, and Benthamism was the natur 
doctrine of the Philistine . Mill's theories would 
lead, though i~spite of himself, to that consummatio 
which Arnold most dreaded--the general dominion of 
the Commonplace: to the definitive impo~ition upon 
the world of the code of the Philistine. 
Arnold said that the Engli sh people had entered the 
prison of Puritanism and had the ~ey turned upon their spirit 
for two centuries. 10 He wished to give them the key and ex-
bart them to use it. People should recognise the deep under-
lying currents of thought, get outside the narrow limits of 
popular prejudice, and keep their minds open for the really 
great thoughts of the present. The best of the past should be 
read. The clas ~ ics have "a steadying and composing effect 
upon judgment, not of literary works only, but of men and 
11 
events in general . The most needful thing for modern English-
men was to be neither modern nor English in their reading, but, 
as he afterwards quoted from George Sand, "to be in sympathy 
9Leslie Stephen, Studies of a Biographer (New York: G. 
P. Putnam's Sons, 1898), p. 98. 
10 
Matthew Arnold, Mixed Essays (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1901), p. 58. 
11Ibid., p. 501. 
11 
across time and space with a multitude of honest wills which 
interrogate their own conscience and try to put themselves 
in accord with it."l2 
Was his philosophy of literature, which was his philoso-
phy of life, written fro m the ivory tower? 
••• quite the contra ry, it is a theory which 
recognizes the conditions of modern life and is 
directed toward them. It is not to the purpose to 
call it an "aristocratic" theory because it seeks 
self-cultivation--though it is perhaps "aristocratic' 
in contrast with the bourgeois dema nd that art be 
immediately "useful" in settling problems. It im-
plies that true art can settle no questions , give no 
directives ; that it can do n o more than cultivate 
what is best in t he reader--his moral poise. If a 
name must be attached to it, we may cal l it are-
li gious theory of art, for like certain a spects of 
religion, it offers to help meet current life by 
giving ma n a refuge in the contemplation of nobility 
it undertakes to provide a mood which does n ot pre-
tend to spring from the ruck of living . It i s not, 
however, an "esca pe" from life; it seeks to send 
men back into da ily living with spirits restored. 13 
Arnold's phllosophy of literature was his philoso phy 
of life and his philosophy of life was his reli gion. ~fuen he 
lectured on nobility, he lectured on technique. · When he lectur d 
on style, he lectured on society. A spirit of what may be 
ca lled religious romanticism was appea ling to many in his 
time. They were weighing the importance of a belief in miracle 
as in Robert Elsmere by Arnold's niece Mrs. Humphrey Ward. 
1 2Ibid., p. 260. 
13Trilling , QE. cit., p. 58. 
~2 
Trillingl4 noted that Elsmere's intention was Arnold's--to 
preserve faith through the demolition of dogma, to the end 
that ethics might emerge and fraternity prevail. Or, as Mrs. 
Scudder expressed it, "The social prophets from 1830-1870 had 
been trying to reach the intelligence of the public through 
its conscience; Arnold tried to reach its conscience through 
its intelligence.«15 
His theory of poetry, too, expressed his philosophy of 
life. The chief influences on his poetry were the Greeks, in-
spiring him in style and theme; Goethe, "the greatest modern 
poet, the greatest critic of all time;" and Wordsworth. Arnold 
admitted that the function of poetry was to please, and talked 
about charm, urbanity, delicacy, and good temper, but regarded 
these as a mean s of winning men to moral and intellectual virtue, 
However, Sophocles, Dante, and Milton led him to insist on the 
necessity of desi gn, proportion, and wholeness in a poem, and 
the continued presence of the grand, or at least the high s tyle 
for poetry must be a criticism of life. 
A survey of his poems in the chronological order of 
his literary efforts shows the early maturity of his poetic 
genius and his steadfast adherence to very definite ideals of 
14Ibid., p. 305. 
15Vida L. Scudder, Social Ideals in English Letters 
(Boston: Houghton, Mi ff lin, 1923, new editi on),~. 235. 
poeti c art. The poems showed, moreover , what seemed to be a 
melancholy philosophy of life. The article on Matthew Arnold 
in The Cambridge History of English Literatur~ has characterize 
these poems in particular, "Merope" and "Empedocles," styled af er 
the ancients; "Sohrab and Rustum," nearest practi cal illustra-
tion of Arnold's theories of poetry ;"Tbe Scholar Gypsy~ happi-
est in conception and execution of all Arnold's poems . 
Richard Holt Hutton has expressed contemporary opinion 
of Arnold : 
Mr . Arnold's poems are one long variation on a 
single theme, the divorce between the soul and the 
intellect, and the depth of spiritual regret and 
longing which that divorce produces. Yet there is 
a didactic keenness with the l anguor , and eagerness 
of purpose with the despondency, which give half 
the individual flavour to his lyrics. A note of 
confidence lends authority to the skepticism; the 
tone of his sadness is self-contained, sure, and 
even imperious, instead of showing the ordinary 
relaxation of loss. 
When I come to ask what Mr. Arnold's poetry has 
done for this generation, the answer must be that no 
one has expressed more powerful l y and poetically 
its spiritual weakness, its craving for a passion 
that it cannot feel, its admiration for a self-
mastery that it cannot ach1eve, its desire for a 
creed that it fails to accept, its sympathy with a 
faith that it will not share, its aspiration for a 
piece that it does not know. But Mr . Arnold does 
all this from the intel l ectual side--sincerely and 
delicati~y, but from the surface and never from the 
center. 
16Granville-Barker, ~· cit~, pp. 199-200. 
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In the preface to the second edition of nis poems, 
Arnold gave as h i s purpose to cure the great v1ce of the English 
intellect manifesting itself in its incredible vagaries in 
literature, in art , in religion, in morals, for the intellect 
1? 
is fantast1c and wants sanity. His prose writings seemed 
to disc l ose the real Arnold,for they showed not only the shrewd 
observer of men and movements but the soul-searching poet as 
well. When he abandoned poetry for prose he came in touch with 
a much wider public. It was an age of declamation, but his 
wri~ten excursions where the popular speaker held the field~ 
attracted much attention. His manner and style were rather 
new to England and well adapted to criticism of any kind--
elegant yet muscular, collo quial yet reserved, cool yet able 
to glow into wa rmth. The urba nity of h1s style did not preclude 
vigor. Arnold's use of catcnwords was deliberate. Although 
frequent repetitions made the phrases become tiresome and 
warped out of shape, much truth and va l ue could really be 
found in ~hem for Arnold chose them to nenforce hi s ideas of 
charm, balance, integrity. 
The essays in crltici sm were "truly epoch-mak ing, to 
truly apply a hackneyed epithet," Frederick Boas wrote in Critic 
18 
and Cr iticism 1n tne Sevent1es . 
l?Arnold, QE. cit., p . 50?. 
18 
Arnold's type of criticism 
Granvil l e-Barker,££. cit., p . 20?. 
15 
w s a composite of three me1nods: the jud ici a l or clas s 1cal 
method; the i mpres s ionis~ic or romantic me~noa; ana the 
historlcal or na turalistk metnoa. 
Goethe's influence showed in Arnola' s prose as well as 
in his poetry--tne ~ife of action, the assertion of personality 
over na t ure or circumstances oy conduct; the use of Lne Greeks 
as models . French prose influenced him more . It was to hi m 
"the pro s e of the center" and the neare s t modern equivalent to 
Attic prose. Sainte-Beuve, the man who made literary criticism 
a scienc e, who was a realist concerning hi mself with individuals , 
was Arnold's chief leader . He made many references to him in 
letters and in essays. To Sa inte-Bewve the study of literature ,, 
Ro uth sugge s ted in Towards the Twentieth Century, mea nt the 
study of interpreta tive personalities . He was thus concerned 
19 
with idiosyncra c i es but they were those of the intellect. As 
for Arnold: 
16 
His impressions are based on careful reading and 
hard thinking and some of his estimates are as 
sea rching as can be found, for insta nce, his pro-
noun c e~ents on Goethe , Byron, and Wordsworth . These 
excu · sions into critical lyricism (Heine's Grave, 
Stanza s fr om the Grande Chartreuse, Memorial Verses, 
Obermann, Obermann Once More) are generally overlook d 
in eulogies and anthologies , yet they exercised no 
small influence on the rising generation , both in 
unsettling old-fashioned convictions , and in ra~s~ng 20 the study of literature to the dignity of a rel1g1on . 
19H. V. Routh, Towards the Twentieth Century (New York: 
The ~acmillan Company, 1927) , p. 192 . 
20rbid . , p . 183. 
What seemed to be the frequent flippancy, not to say 
levity of tone with which Arnold was apt to treat sacred sub-
jects, and his too exclusively literary and intuitional critical 
methods in dealing with problems of theological scholarship 
aroused a good deal .of resentment. Much of his s ocial, politi-
cal, and reli g ious criticism was do omed to oblivion by the 
ephemera l nature of the subjects but his literary criticism 
lived. 
Arnold was the most influential crit i c of his 
age; the estimate must be as unequivoca l as this. 
Other critics may have been momentarily more ex-
citing; n one was eventually more convincing. T. s. 
Eliot has said that the academic literary o pinions 
of our time were formed by Arnold; F. 0 . Matthiessen, 
recalling this comment, specifies George Saintsbury, 
Charles Whibley , A. C. Bradley, W. P. Ker and Irving 
Babbitt as the continuators of the Arnold tradition; 
and in another essay Eliot finds that the assumptions 
of Arnold ' s criticism were adopted by Walter Pater , 
Arthur Symon s , ~l A. Symonds, Leslie Stephen and 
F . W. H. Myers . 
III. ARNOLD'S INTEP~ST S AS SHOWN IN HIS LETTERS 
"I never wr~ te a journa l, but I tell my story 
in letters which is the better and pleasanter way."22 
Arnold's letters reflected the catholicity and enduring 
quality of his interests. The problems which interested him 
at one time kept their interest, just as a happ ily chosen 
phrase used at one time might be em ployed again. 
21Lionel Trilling, Matthew Arnold (New York: W. w. 
Norton and Company, 1939}, p . 190. 




In educational reports he had strongly asserted the value 
of the clas s ics and the need of a cultural system for the 
Philistines. In 1864 he wrote to his mother with reference 
to his "A French Eton": 
From Cobden I hadan interesting letter, written 
on the receipt of the articles, before he read them 
and was prepared to be interested, but that his main 
interest was in the condition of the lower clas s . 
But I am convinced that nothing can be done effective 
ly to raise this clas s except through the agency of 
a transformed middle class; for, till the middle 
class is transformed, the aristocratic class, which 
will do nothing effectively, will rule.23 
In 1865 he showed enthusiasm for his inquiry into the 
Secondary Education of the Continent and mentioned his interest 
in schools of the United States. "I must ta l k to William before 
the Commission meets, because I think some one should go to 
America also. France , Germany, Switzerland, Lombardy, and the 
United States of America are the importa nt countries." 24 
The schooling of his own son, Dick, may have started, or 
at least influenced, the formation of the opinions Arnold ex-
pres sed in "Literature and Science" in America. 
Dear . old Dick met me at the station. It is de-
lightful to have him at home. I do not lik~ the cour, e 
for the History School at all; nothing but read, read 
read, endless histories in Engl~h, many of them by 
quite secondrate men; nothing to form the mind as 
reading truly great authors forms it, or even to 
23Ibid., I, pp . 260-261. 
24Ibid., I, p. 284. 
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exercise it as learning a new l anguage , or mathe-
matics, or one of the natural sciences exercises it. 
... 9 
If they merely put in these works in other languages 
into their History tr ipos, Thucydides, Tacitus, and 
either Montesqui eu's Esprit des Lollis, or Guizot's 
Civilisation in France, the Tripes would be incalcula ly 
improved, andwould be a real training. As it is, 
I am not sure that I would not sooner Dick had the 
discipline of the mere degree examination in classics 
than the no discipline of even honours in history. 
The one matter which gave the mind something to 
scho ol it, the Roman Law, which used to go along 
with the History, they have now taken away. The 
fact is, it is at Oxford a is in our schools. The 
regulation of studies is all important , and there is 
no one to regulate the~~ and people think that any 
one can regulate them. 
In this same letter he mentioned the opinion of Charles 
Darwin to which he referred again in "Literature and Science." 
Old Darwin, on thdother hand, though actively 
fierce against nothing, says that he cannot conceive 
what need men have either of religion or of poetry; 
his own nature, he says, is amply satisfied by t~5 
domestic affections and by the natural sciences. 
Arnold's great desire in education to get a few books 
universally read and taught he expressed in a letter to his 
elder daughter in 1877, saying, "I think twenty is about all 
I would have, in the direct teaching of the young and to be 
learnt as text-books. Young people may read for themselves, 
collaterally, as much as they like. 1127 But he gave no list of 
the twenty texts. 
25Ibid., II, pl 142. 
26Ibid., II, p. 143. 
2 7Ibid., II, p . 104. 
His education commissions to the Continent provided 
the means for travel which Arnold wished. 
Then foreign life is still to me perfectly de-
lightful, and liberating in the highest degree, al-
though I get more and more satisfied to live~ 
generally in England, and convinced that I s~~l work 
best in the long-run by living in the country which 
is my own.28 
Nationa l ntra · t s, national heritages, and the future of 
nations, were favorite themes not on l y for lectures and essays, 
but for comment in his letters . At twenty-six he w~ote: 
I see a wave of more than American vulgarity, 
moral, intellectual, and social, preparing to break 
over us. In a fe·w years people will understand 
better why the French are the most civilised of 
European peoples, when they see how fictitious our 
manners and civility have been, how little inbred 
in the race. 2 9 
When Arnold, like the great critics of the Continent, 
spoke with fear and disgust about Americanisms, he meant, among 
other things, diminution of the stature of man's spirit. His 
whole feeling about democracy was, perhaps, well summed up in 
this passage from a letter to Cl ough: 
Au reste, a great career is hardly possible any 
longer--can hardly now be purchased even by the sac-
rifice of repose dignity and inward clearness--so I 
call no man unfortunat e. I am more and more convinced 
that the world tends to become more comfortable for 
the mass, and more uncomfortable for those of any 
natural gift or distinction--and it is as well perha s 
that it should be so--for hitherto the gifted have 
28Ibid., I, p. 91. 
29Ibid., I, p. 5. 
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astonished and delighted the world but not trained 
or inspired or in any real way changed it--and the 
world might do worse than to dismiss too high pre-
tensions, and settle dgwn on what it can s ee and 
handle and appreciate. 0 
The democratic spirit of the people of Brittany caught h·s 
attention and he referred later to the spirit which breaks 
with the past when he spoke of America. 
Of one thing I am convinced more and more--of 
the profoundly democratic spirit which exists among 
the lower order, even among the Breton peasants. 
-Not a spirit which will necessarily be turbulent or 
overthrow the present Government, but a spirit which 
has irrevocably broken with the past, and which ma~I 
the revival of an aristocratic society impossible. 
His critical spirit was always causing him to make corn-
parisons between the English and other nations and with meticu-
lous h onesty he expressed his opinions. 
rthur 
How plain it is now, though an attention to the 
comparative literatures for the last fifty years 
might have instructed any one of it, that England is 
in a certain sense far behind the Continent. In 
conversa t ion, in the-newspapers, one is ro struck 
with the fact of the utter insensibility, one may 
say, of people to the number of ideas and schemes 
now ventilated on the Continent--not because they 
have judged them or seen beyond them, but fDom 
sheer habitual want of wide reading and thinking: 
like achild's intellectual attitude vis-a-vis of h 
the proposition that Saturn's apparent diameter sub-
tends an angle of abom 18. Our practical virtues 
never certainly reveale~ more clearly their isola-
tion. I am not sure but I agree in Lamartine's 
prophecy that 100 years hence the Continent will be 
great united Federal Republi c, and England , all her 
colonies gone in a dull steady decay.32 
30Howard F. Lowry,ed. The Letters of Natthew Arnold to 
Hugh Clough. (London: Oxford Universty Press, 1932), p.l85 
31 Arnold, QE. cit., I, p . 100. 
32 
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The want of independence of mind, the shutting 
their eyes and professing to beli eve what they do 
not, the running blindly together in herds, for 
fear of some obscure danger and horro~ it they go 
alone, is eo eminently a vice of the English, I 
think, of the last hundred years--has led them, and 
is leading them into such scrapes and bewilderment, 
that I cannot but praise a person whose one effort 
seems to have been t o deal perfectly honestly and 
sincerely with herself, althru gh for the speculation~ 
into which this eff2~t has _led her I have not the 
slightest sympathy. 
France bad always interested Arnold and became of even 
grea ter interest as his critical prose writing increased and 
he became more conscious of the stimulus of Renan and Sainte-
Beuve. He spoke of France and her problems often. 
It is an unspeakable relief to have the war, I 
suppose, over; but one may well look anxiously to 
see what is in the future for the changed Europe 
that we shall have. Immense as are her advantages 
and reso urces , it does no t seem as if France could 
recover herself now as she did in 1815, or indeed 
could recover herself within our time at all. 
Whatever may be said of the harshness of such a 
sentence, it is yet true that her fall is mainly 
due to that want of a serious conception of right-
eousness and the need of it, the consequences of 
which so often show themselves in the world's 
history, and in regard to the Graeco-Latin nations 
more particularly. The fall of Greece, the fall of 
Rome, the fal l of the bril l iant Italy of the fifteerth 
cen tn"Dy, and now the fall of France are all examplef • 
Nothing give more freshness and depth to one's 
reading of the Bible than the sense that this is so 
and that this testimony is perpetually being borne 
to the book of righteousness, though the nation 
out of which it came was itself a political failure 
so utter and miserable. 
33 b"d l.......!_.' I, pl 51. 
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The qualities of the French genius, their lucid-
ity, directness of intellect, and social charm, must 
always make themselves felt, as the far higher 
qua ities of the Breeks did and do. But it is quite 
a question whether the practical military and 
political career of France may not be now end ing, 
not again to revive, as that of Greece did after the 
Macedonian Conquest.34 
Yes, I think your difficulties and dangers 
greater even, perhaps , than ours, though different 
from ours. Did I tell you that Taine, after quoting 
in a letter to me what he called a "terrible sentenc " 
of mine about England , went on thus: "Si un critiqu 
comme vous parle ainsi de sa nation, que d1rons nous 
de la notre?" However, Renan has nothing but praise 
and hope for his "bonne et solide race francaise," 
as he calls it.35 
The sense Cll'f "the things by which men live," as 
Isaiah says, seems to me to be wearing out in France. 
Renan has much less of it than a person of far less 
regular life and conversation, and far less wide and 
exact attainment~ -Ste. Beuve. This gradua~change 
is what strikes me most in your nation, and I think 
it your great danger. We over here have our great 
dangers too, but they a re different.36 
Of the French, English, I ta~ians, ·and Americans he wrote 
from Turin: 
They have all a certain refinement which they 
call civilisation, but a nation is really civilised 
by acquiring the qualities it by nature is wanting i 
and the Italians are no more civilised by virtue 
of their refinement alone than we are civilised by 
virtue of our energy alone . The French detest them, 
and are always speaking of us and themselves to-
gether in contrast to them; and you cannot see the 
French soldiers in Rome without noticing in them the 
34Ibi d . , II, pp . 55-56 •· 
35Ibid., II, p . 231 
36
rbid., II, p . 250 . 
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look of rusticity and virility, and of capacity for 
serious business, which is just what the Italians 
want--the feeling of the French towards us seems to 
me to be constantly getting better and better~-and 1 
really the two nations have more iqcommon than any 
other two modern nations. Both French and Italians 
dislike the Americans, and call them a nation mal 
elevee, and so they are: such awful speciments 3~s I was in the Coliseum with! and by mo onlight too. 
Besides showing his interest in peoples, Arnold's letters 
disclosed the more per s ona l interests--those contacts which 
elped to form his philosophy, and some times gave, in a less 
concrete fo~m, the ideas he later solidified into essays. His 
self-imposed mission of arousing the "Brutish public" he mention d 
in a letter to his mother in 1a68 saying that the best of Englan 
as that if th~ t~uth is said as it ought to be said, it is sure 
ith time to take effect; and that En lish streng~h and honesty 
ive tenactty enough to enable the country to hold together 
ntil the t r uth has become sufficiently diffused. 38 The 
ritish want of ideas, their unawareness of their plight, he had 
eplored in a letter to his eldest daugher in 1865: 
Whatever Mary l_¥rs. Humphrey WariJ. may say, or the 
English may think, I have a conviction that there is 
a real, an almost imminent danger of England losing 
immeasurably in all ways, declining into a sort of 
greater Holland, for want of what I must still call 
ideas, for want of perceiving how the world is going 
and must go , and preparing herself accordingly. This 
conviction haunts me, and at times even overwhelms 
me with depression; t would ra t her not live to see 
the change come to pass, for we shall all deteriorate 
under it. While there is time I will do all I can, 
37Ibid., I, p. 326. 
38Ibid., I_,/~ 4. 
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and in every way, to prevent its coming to pas s . 
Sometimes, no d oubt, turning oneself one way after 
another, one must make unsuccessful and un~ ise hits, 
and one may fail a f ter all; but try I mus t , and I 
know that it is only by facing in every direction tha 
one can win the day.39 
He used the phrases of some of his publications both in 
serious and in l ighter vein hen he wrote to his family and 
friends. Of the Philistines he s a id: 
••• but with the risk always before me, if I 
cannot charm the wild beast of Philistin1sm while I 
am trying to convert him, of being torn in~ieces by 
him, of dy!8g in a ditch or a workhouse at the end 
of it all. 
Arnold's mother was an eag er reader and keen critic of 
is work. He saw tha t she had co p ies of his latest work in 
rint, and he wrote in reply to her letter which commented on 
"Anarchy and Authority": 
I am glad you like the sec ond part of my dis-
quisition. I think barbarian will stick; but as a 
very charming Barbarianess, Lady Portsmouth, ex-
presses a great desire to make my acquai n tance, I 
daresay the race will bear no malice. In f a ct, the 
one arm they feel and respect is irony, as I h a ve of-
ten said; whereas the Purita n Middle Class, at whom 
I bave l a unched so much, are partly too good, pa rtly 
too gross, to feel it. I shall tell upon them, how-
ever, somehow befo r e I ha ve done.41 
39Ibid., I' 360. 
40 b" I 1d., I, p. ~40. 
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With the same playful tone, he gave a self-criticism in 
It is a contrast (all in my favour) of me with 
Ruskin. It is the strongest pronunciamento on my 
side there has yet been; almost too strong for my 
liking, as it may provoke a feeling against me. The 
rev1ewer says, "Though confident, Mr. Arnol d is never 
self-willed; though bold, he i .s never paradoxical." 
Te l l Fan to remember this 1n future when she plays 
croquet with me. I also keep it as a weapon against 
K. , who said to me that I was becoming as dogmatic 
as Ruskin. T told her the difference was that Rus-
kin was "dogmatic and wrong , " and her~ is this charm-
ing reviewer who comes to confirm me . 2 
The spirit or se~f-analysis prompted him to confess in 
I am very well, and only wish I was not so lazy; 
but I hope and believe one is less so from forty to 
fifty, if one lives, than at any other time of life. 
The loss of youth ought to operate as a spur to one 
to live more by the head, when one can live less by 
the body.43 
Sainte-Beuve, Scherer, and Renan were often mentioned. 
fancied, in 1859, that there was a cons iderable re-
emblance between the lines of endeavor of Ernest Renan and him-
the difference being, perhaps, that where Renan tended 
o inculcate morality upon the French na tion as what they most 
Arnold tended to inculcate intelligence (also used like 
~~=~oL.' in"a high sense of the work") u pon the English as what 
wanted. Arnold felt singularly at one with Renan in 
heir ideas both as to the progress and the established religion 
f their day. 44 
I 
42Ibid., I' p. 233. 
43rbid. , I, p. 111. 
44rbid. , I' p . 129. 
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During wha t might be called the poetic period of his life, 
wben he was admittedly under Go e the's influence, Arnold wrote of 
him and Wordsworth: 
I have been returning to Goethe's Life, and thi 
higher of him than ever. His thorough sinc?rity--
writing about nothing that he had not experlenced--
is in modern literature almost unrivalled. Wordswort 
resembles him in this respect; but the difference 
between the range of their two experiences4is im-mense, and not in the Englishman's favour. 5 
HU made a long and glowing account of a visit with Saint-
Beuve in Paris in 1859, an evening he would not have missed "fo 
all the world ." Arnold confessed he felt that Sainte-Beuve lik 
him and liked Arnold's caring so much about his cr1ticisms and 
appreciating his extraordinary delicacy of tact and judgment in 
literature. 46 He ap preciated Sainte-Beuve's praise, too, and wa 
delighted to find his poem on Obermann in the Frenchman 's book 
on Chateaubriand. 47 It was difficult for Arnold to criticise 
Saint-Beuve's poems . 
I have been bothered composing a letter to Sainte 
Beuve, who has sent me the new edition of his poems. 
Everyone is more sensitive about his poems than 
about his other works, and it is not on Sainte 
Be uve's poems that his fame will rest; indeed, ex-
cept in songs , I do not see that French verse ca n be 
truly satisfactory. I myself think even Moliere's 
verse plays inferior to his prose ones . However, 
Sainte Beuve's powms have all his tal ent in them, al-
though they have not exactly the true charm of poetr • 
but it was difficult to say this in a way he would ' 
like. I have at last written and sent to him a lette 
with which I am tolerably well satisfied, but it ha.s 
given me a great deal of trouble.48 
45Ibid., I' p . 11 
46Ibid., I' p. 123. 
4
-?Ibid., I' p. 155. 
48Ibid., I' p. 225. 
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No matter where he was, at horne in England, abroad on 
the Continent, or in America, Arnold had another great interest 
entirely separate from his interest in education, nationalitie9 
culture, or political trends. This was his great love for grow-
ing things whether they were ph nts near Harrow, or in Italian 
woods, or in American swamps. 
His letters from Italy were fragrant with accounts of 
plants he recognized or wis~ed to identify. But what most stnu k 
(and delighted) him was the identity, on the whole, with the 
British of the effect of the hills and their vegetation in 
49 Italy. 
ToM. E. Grant Duff, M.P., he sent two specimens of 
plants from Fairy Hill, Swansea, commenting on the effects of 
the winter's ice and on the lustiness of the wild things, and 
the varieties of herbs to be found. 50 
The Arnold family's pets were his pets in particular 
and his interest in nature extended to birds as well. 
We dined at Effingham last night, and twice as 
we drove home the man stopped to call our attention 
to the chorus of nightingales. At one place, a thick 
just before entering upon ~ffingham Common, they 
were almost maddeningly beautiful. It is a great 
loss to the North and the South-west of England not 
48 
to have them; their extraordinary effectiveness is 
shown by even the poor people being so much interested 
about them and always knowing their habits and haun s. 
49Ibid., r, p. 325. 
50Ibid., II, p. 187. 
I should like to have you here for the cowslips and 
the nightingales; and it really must be arranged 
next year, if we live. The effect of reading so much j 
of Wordsworth late l y has been to make me feel more 
keenly than usual the beauty of the common incidents 
of the natural year, and I am sure that is a good 
thing. 51 
The morning after his death, Matthew Arnold was saluted 
n the press as a gu1de, a representative, a glory of his countr • 
e had become an institution, all the more that, like a true 
riton and his father's son, he had turned aside from pure 
etters into public serYice. 
English society felt that Arnold was a poet who 
had a right to talk about poetry, a thinker who .as 
not a philosopher, a scholar wi thru t being a 
pagan, an eminent public servant with a good con-
servative streak in him; and that no one had , no one 
deserved, more friends. There was, indeed, his odd 
religion; some thought he had too much religion, 
others, too little. But, to the earnest reader, he 
seemed mysteriously to be on the right side after 
all. 52 
51Ibid., II, p. 186. 
52Eliver Elton, A Sur~ of English Literature (New York: 
he Macmillan Company, 1920}, III: p. 277. 
CHAPTER III 
ARNOLD'S PRE-CONCEPTION AS TO AMERICA 
Two sources present themselves from which Matthew 
Arnold's ideas about America prior to his visit can be ex-
tracted. The first source is his letters; the second, his 
essay on General Grant and the essay "A Word About America." 
Both essays were printed in book form in 1888 under the title 
Civilization in the United States, subtitled First and Last 
Impressions of America, for the book also contained the essays 
"A Word More About America," and "Civilization in the United St tes." 
Although the article on Grant was published after 
Arnold's visit to the United States, it was printed as the 
first in the series of i mpressions. Since in position it pre-
ceded "A Word About America," and since it contained points 
of criticism of the America n way of life similar to those ex-
pressed in the above essay, the points may have been those 
he ha d in mind before his trip. Nowhere in the essay d1d he 
ma ke a reference to anything directly observed in America. 
In his published letter s , Arnold made the first 
reference to America in writing to his mother in 1848. He 
deplored English manners and civility in comparison to those 
of the French, foreseeing a wave of more than American 
vulgarity, moral, intellectual, and social, preparing to break 
1 
over England. The problem of national character and 
characteristics, which had interested him to such an extent on 
hie trips to the eontinent, had been his concern also with 
regard to unvisited America, hie judgments being formed through 
contact with Americans in England and on the Continent, and 
through reading and hearsay. 
I see Bright goes on envying the Americans [he 
wrote to Miss Arnold in 186QJ but I cannot but think 
that the state 9f things with respect to their 
national character, which, after all, is the base of 
the only real grandeur or prosperity, becomes graver 
and graver. It seems as if few stocks could be 
trusted to grow up properly without having a priest-
hood and an aristocracy to act as their school-
masters at2some time or other of their national existence. 
Later (1861) he wrote Mrs. Forster: 
I have not much fai t h in the nobility of nature 
of the Northern Americans. I believe that they 
would consent to any compromise sooner than let the 
Southern States go ••••• I myself think that people 
in general have no notion what widely different 
nations will develop themselves in America in some 
fifty years, if the Union breaks up. Climate and 
mixture of race will then be enabled fully to tell, 
and I cannot help thinking t hat the more diversity o 
nation there is on the American continent, the more 
chance there is of one natign developing itself 
with grandeur and richness. 
~tthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1896}, I, p.5. 
2 Ibid., I, p. 133. 
3Ibid., I, p. 150. 
A we~bred American was a distinct surprise to him 
and led him to realize the bond of race which he felt com-
pelled to admit existed between the English and American. A 
. / young Amer1can attache at Florence, Arnold said, might have 
been a gawky young Scotchman for he possessed the temper and 
moral tone of a gentleman and the making of a gentleman, which 
is what so few of his countrymen had. 4 The American minister 
at Florence, Mr. Marsh, was redeemed fr om Yankeeism by his 
European residence and culture, Arnold considered them both as 
rare beings--really well-bred and trained Americans. 5 Indeed, 
so alike did the English and the ir neighbors acress the Atlanti 
seem to h1m, that he wrote his mo"tber, "To be too much with 
the America ns is like living with somebody who has all one's 
own bad habits and tendencies." 6 
As England was menaced by the Philistines, so much more 
so then was America. In June of the year of his going on 
lecture tour, Arnold wrote to his friend r. Zincke telling 
how much he had enjoyed the pamphlet The · Plou~h and t he 
otlar; Q! The Englishry of a Century Hence. Arnold seemed a 
it a pprehen s ive. 
4rbi :i ., I, p . 326 . 
5Ibid., I ' p. 329. 
6Ibi d . , I, p. 287. 
You are very favourable to the Americans, but 
it is undoubtedly true that the owning and cultivat-
ing one's own land as they do is the wholesomest 
condition for mankind . And you bring out what is 
more important--that the real America is made up of 
families of owners and cultivators of this kind. I 
hope thie is true; one hears so much of the cities, . 
which do not seem tempting, and of the tendency of 
every American, farmer or not, to turn into a trader, 
and a trader of the 'cutest and hardest kind. I do 
not think the bulk of the American nation gives one 
the impression of being made of fine enough clay to 
serve the highest purposes of civilization in the 
way you expect; they are wha? I call Philistines, 
I suspect, too many of them. 
Matthew Arnold fol l owed the struggle between the North 
and South with interest. 8 Soon after hearing the news of the 
assassination of President Lincoln, Arnold wrote to his. wife: 
What tremendous news thie ie about Lincoln~ Ae 
they have infringed the Constitution so much already, 
it is a pity Grant, for his own sake, cannot go a 
little further and get rid of such an incubus as 
Johnson. If Lincoln had been killed two years ago 
it would have been an immense loss to the North, but 
now he has done h1s work. All the recent matters 
have raised America in one's estimation, I think, an 
even this assassination brings into their history 
something of that dash of the tragic, romantic, and 
imaginative which it has had so little of. Sic 
semper tyrannis is so unlike anything Yankee or 
English middle class, both for bad and good.9 
Arnold's serious attention was first attracted to Grant 
by some documents published by General Badeau in the American 
newspapers. Among the documents was a letter displaying 
qualities for which Arnold had by no means given Grant the 
7Ibid . , II, pp. 248-9. 
8Ibid., I, p. 150. 
9Ibid . , II, p. 300. 
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credit of possessing, showing nim to be a man with the virtue 
rare everywhere but more rare in America, of being able to 
confront and res1st popular clamour. This letter turned 
Arnold's attention to General Grant's Personal Memoirs and he 
read the two bulky volumes through. The essay "General Grant" 
reported his conc l usions about the man and his book. Arnold 
found a language al l astray, an English without charm or breed 
ing, but he found a man of sterling good sense and of the 
f1rmest resolution, who was humane, simple, modest, free from 
all restless self-consciousness and desire for display. He 
found a man who was never boastful where he hlmself was con-
cerned, and where h1s na~ion was concerned, boasted only in 
circumstances where nothing but high genius, a high training, 
could save an American from being boastfu1. 10 
General Grant's name Ulysses made Arnold comment on 
the frequency w1th which American names remind one m Tristram 
Shandy. 11 This interest in American names recurred frequently 
in Arnold's letters and he commented on ft~erican place-names 
at length in the essay "Civilizat ion in the United States."12 
When Grant observed in his memoirs that the publication 
of a subordinate's order in the press was in violation not onl 
l~atthew Arnold, Civilization in the United States 
(Boston: DeWolf e , Fiske and Company, 1888): p. 6. 
11Ibid., p. ?. 
l2Ibid., p. 1?5. 
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of the War Department orders, but also of Grant's, Arnold 
made a comment on the American press extremely mild in comparis n 
with those which were to come. He observed at this time that 
the newspaper press was apt to appear to an American, even 
more than to an Englishman, as part of the order of nature, 
and contending with it seemed like contending with destiny. 13 
In the other essay preceding his trip to America, Arnold quoted 
Lowell who wrote of "the sad experience in America of govern-
ment by declamation." 14 
The truth of Grant's statement that, by the end of the 
War, his troops and those of Sherman had become very good and 
seasoned soldiers, was spoiled for Arnold by the addition in 
the American vein, "better than any European soldiers.nl5 
This boastfulness seemed to Arnold to be a tic, a mania, which 
everyone noticed in Americans and gave h1m the opportunity of 
making an amusing exclamation against such terms as "The 
American Walter Scott", "The American Wordsworth", and The 
Primer of American Literature. This last term caused him to 
posit most decidedly his statement, "We are all cont;ibuto~ies 
to one great literature--English Literature.•16 
13 Ibid., p. 43. 
14 Ibid., p. 100. 
15 
_!.lli., p. 60. 
16 I bid. , pp. 61-62. 
Grant's discussion of his solders' characteristics led 
Arnold to praise the Yankee soldier for his versatility and in-
genuity . Such soldiers needed a capable leader and such a 
leader was found in General Grant. Arnold summarized his ap-
preciation of Grant and his remarks on American characteristics 
in the closing papagraph: 
The Americans are too self-laudatory, too apt to 
force the tone and thereby, as Saint-Beuve says, to 
give offence; the best way for them to make us for-
give and forget th1s is to produce what is simple 
and sterling. Instea d of Primers of American 
Literature , let them bring forth more Maxims of Poor 
Richard; instead of assurances that they are "the 
greatest nation upon earth", let them give us more 
Lees , Lincolns , Shermans , and Grants.l7 
Arnold himself showed a certain amoun~ of pride when 
mentioning his essay "A Word About America" wh 1ch was first pub 
lished in trn Nineteenth Century for May, 1882. He wrote to 
Grant Duff that he felt the "flair" to which he had to trust 
served him pretty well, for Henry James having been asked to 
write a reply to it had said that he could not write a reply 
to it, tt was so true. 18 
"A Word About America" was written in answer to 
of the English treatment of the United States. On the one han 
Lowe~l had said that ~nere was~oo much talk wi t hout foundation 
of fac~, while on tne other hand, Thomas Wentworth Higginson 
asserted tha~ the English did not make suff icient use of 
17Ibid., p . 66 . 
18 Matthew Arnold, Le tters (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1896), II, p. 232. 
.:>0 
erica as an example, as in the case of Arnold himself who, 
iscussing equality, had turned to France for illustration. A 
newspaper made further charges against Arnold supposing 
to have spoken of American manners as vulgar and expressing 
opinion that if hard destiny should force Mr. Arnold to cross 
Atlantic he would find in certain parts of the United States 
n elegant and simple social order. But Arnold did not recall 
aving spoken of the American people as vulgar. In fact, he 
ad long accustomed himself to regard the people of the United 
tates as simply the English on the other side of the Atla ntic 
19 
or, he said, he had "learned it from Burke." 
As for esteeming it a hard destiny which would force him 
o visit the United States, Arnold quoted Goethe saying that 
'not the spirit is bound, but the foot." Further: 
• • •and when one has much discoursed on equality 
and en civilization, and then is told that in America 
a lover of these will find just what suits him, and 
is invited, and almost challenged, to turn one's 
eyes there, and to bear testimony to what one beholds, 
it seems ungracious or cowardly to take no notice at 
all of such challenges, but to go on talking ef 
equality and c~0ilization just as if America had never existed. 
Moreover, Arnold stated that he had the right to speak 
ith candor of the social systems of other countries since he 
ad confessed the belief that the social system of his own 
19 Matthew Arnold, Civilization in the United States 
(BostonL DeWolfe, Fiske and Company,-raaa), p . 22. 
20rbid., p. 73. 
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country was so far from perfect that it presented the spectacle 
of an upper class materialized, a middle class vulgarized, and 
a lower class brutalized. Far from not wishing well to 
democracy, nothing would please him better than to find that in 
the democracy of America, the problem of classes and inequality 
was solved. But here the matter of numbers is of capital im-
portance. In what numbers are the lovers of humane life to be 
found? Whereas society in England is divided into Barbarians, 
Philistines, and Populace, America is just Philistine, with 
the Barbarians left out and the Populace nearly so, a livelier 
Philistine for being left all the more to himself with the idea s 
of the Barbarians taken away. Considering the great scale of 
things in America, the lovers of middle-class virtue must be a 
very large group, characterized, as is the English middle-class 
by a defective type of religion, a narrow range of intellect 
and knowledge, a stunted sense of beauty, a low standard of 
manners. American religion seemed to Arnold to be even less in-
vaded by the modern spirit than the religion of hi~ own middle-
class; the favorite denominations were those familiar to the 
English as the denominations of Protestant Dissent. If the 
numbers of lovers of the humane life were large, how could 
such an idea as was expressed in The NatiQn in discussion of 
the value of a college education be accepted? Arnold quoted: 
••• It may have been never so use~ul to hi~ as a 
means of moral and intellectual culture, but 1t has 
not helped to adapt him to the environment in which 
he has to live and work, or in other words, to a 
world in which not one man in a hundred thousand has 
either the manners or cultivation of a gentleman, 
or changes h~! shirt more than once a week, or eats 
with a fork. 
Arnold went on to quote Lowell, M. Renan, and another acute 
French critic who characterized the people of the United States 
as possessing "la dure inintelligence des Americains du Nord." 2 
Then, with his tongue tucked well in his cheek, Mr. 
Arnold pitied America for suffering from a predominance of 
Quinions and Murdstones, of Quinions at any rate. Miss Bird 
had well described the Murdstones she saw on her travels. "It 
is a moral, hard, unloving, unlovely, unrelieved, unbeattiful, 
grinding life." 23 And America, like Australia, has ita 
Quinions. Is Mark Twain one? This discussion Arnold carried 
on with a thrust at the condition of the copyright question 
saying that the American refusal of copyright to us poor Englis 
souls is just the proceeding which would naturally commend it-
self to Murdstone and Quinion. 24 
The real cultivation of the people of the United States 
had been in and by its religion, but a religion of prater-
naturalism was, of course, doomed in the eyes of Matthew Arnold. 
21Ibid., p. 90. 
22 ~ .. p. 92 . 
23 ~ .. p. 96. 
24Ibid 
_., p. 101. 
The panacea, the really fruitful reform, he concluded, 
was the same reform eo ur8ently required in England~-a reform 
of secondary instruction. The essay closed with another dart 
" 
this is a natural remedy. cast at the American press. • • • 
I commend it to the attention of my friendly Boston critic in 
America; and some months hence, perhaps, when Mr. Barnum begins 
. to require less space for his chronicles of Jumbo, my critic 
will tell us what he thinks of it." 25 
Twelve months later he was in America himself, observing 
the actions of the press and the Murdstones and the ~uinions at 
first hand. He was delivering as one of his lectures an essay 
on Numbers, the germ of whose idea he had expressed in A Word 
About America. 
25 Ibid., p. 108. 
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UHAPTER IV 
AMERICA I N 1883 
To what sort of country did Arnold go? Perhaps he ex-
pected wild Indians, for he remarked, as the vessel on which 
he had crossed the ocean lay at anchor off Staten Island, "Just 
like Richmond, and not a single Mohican running about!"1 
America wa s , or should be, for Arnold, the America of 
Crevecoeur's letters and Thomas Jefferson's dream, the America 
of the small holder and cultivator. Arnold insisted that 
Americans were the English on the other side of the Atlantic. 2 
He found a country wavering between two worlds, one rural 
and agricultural, the other urban and industrial. Regionally, 
the country was d i vided between the "effete" East and the 
"vulgar" West. Urbanization was the great social force in the 
impulses and movements toward a finer, more humane civilization 
as well as towards industry and trade. The ·East contained most 
of the · nation's big cities--New York, Philadelphia, Boston, 
Baltimore, Washington, Buffa l o, Pittsburgh--but the extra-
1Matthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
Company} 1896}, II, p. 258. 
· ~atthew Arnold, Civilization in the United States 
(Boston: DeWolfe, Fiske and Cornpany,-y888), p. n?l. 
6rdinary growth of its bigger cities was one of the marvels of 
Middle Western life. Chicago was leaping into second place in 
the cities of the nation; Detroit, Milwaukee, Columbus, and 
Cleveland were increasing as rapidly. The urbanization of the 
eighties was accelerated by the swarming of foreigners into 
the cities of the Middle West and into New York. Boston 
charmed visitors with her quiet atmosphere of intellectuality 
and generally English appearance. Philadelphia was impressive 
as a city of homes. Washington's beauties were reminiscent of 
European capitals. The use of the telephone and telegraph to 
connect the great centers was aiding the awakening national 
consciousness. 
Urbanization was helping to develop an unusual restless-
ness in the American woman·; and foreign visitors were impressed 
by her vivacity, intelligence, self-reliance, and unaffected 
nature. Matthew Arnold was to account her unusual measure of 
feminine charm as an authentic touch of civilization.3 
An educationalrennaissance was beginning. The ideal of 
free tax-supported elementary schools had long been accepted 
by the North. Now the benefits of free education upward from 
the elementary schools were bec oming accepted by the American 
3Ibid., pp. 168-169. 
public. The practice of providing textbooks, begun by New York 
City some years before, spread to other centers in the 1880's. 
Adults had a special opportunity for education in the 
contagion of the Chautauqua movement and the winter "star 
courses" or lecture series--survivals of the once popular 
lyceum movement. The establishment of new libraries was pro-
moted by both public and private agencies. Most people did not 
freely patronize bookstores chiefly because of the antiquated 
system of distributing books to the trade. This led, as well, 
to the vogue of subscription selling by door-to-door canvassers, 
under such subscription houses as that of Mark Twain,organized 
in 1884. 
Periodicals were increasing in number and adapting their 
manner and matter better to the varying strata of the reading 
public. Harper's Monthly, the Atlantic, and the Century 
(changed from Scribner's Monthly in 1881) held their place, 
while such magazines as the Dial, with its critical literary 
appraisal s, the Overland Monthly, with its robust reading matter 
and the Ladies' Home Journal, gaine~n popularity. 
Just as more people read magazines than books, so a 
greater number read newspapers than magazines. The sweep of 
population into the West, the great growth of cities, and 
increasing literacy, resulted in a multiplication of papers, 
tremendous competiti on in news gathering, and a growing 
vulgarization of the press. "Arnold Has Whiskers" as a headline 
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and "61 years ago next Christmas Eve the mother of Matthew 
Arnold hung up his first little stocking and on Christmas 
morning he found himself in it" as an item were noted in a 
Chicago newspaper. 4 
Changes were occurring as well in literature and the fine 
arts. The appetite for books was keen. Fiction led every other 
class but religious works and children's stories were close 
seconds. Dickens, Louisa May Alcott, Walter bcott, E.P. Roe, 
Cooper, Thackeray, George Eliot, Holmes, Hawthorne, and Bulwer-
Lytton were the most widely read novelists. 5 The South was 
coming tnto literary life with such men as Thomas Nelson Page, 
George W. Cable, and Joel Chandler Harris, and authors in the 
West and the East were writing of the realities of their section • 
Howells and James were beginning to influence the realistic 
school. Ben Hur had been published in 1880, and Mark Twain 
and F. Marion Crawford charmed vast reading audiences with 
their romances. Humor entered every branch of literature; 
columnists won daily readers. In poetry the masters of the mid-
century were drop ping from the scene, their places to be taken 
by the lesser figures, Aldrich, Stoddard, Hovey, Gilder, Stedman 
Emily Dickinson, Joaquin Miller, James Whitcomb Riley, and Will 
4The New Engl and Quarterly, 2:376, July 1929. 
5H. W. Mabie, "The Most Popular Novels in America," 
orum, 16: 508-516, cited ' by A. M. Schlesinger, The Rise of 
the City tNew York: The Macmillan Company, 1933). 
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Carleton each had his devotees. 
In essay writing the trend was away from the traditional 
essay of morals, literature, and culture, partially because 
the cl.aesics were no longer predomimant in education, and be-
cause science and political economics took the pens of tne more 
briLliant contempotrary essayists, The nature essay was in-
creasing in favor under John Burroughs and John Muir. Literary 
cri~icism I~ourished in the Nation, the Dial, and the Critic. 
The educational rennaissance with ita accompanying 
rennaissance of belles-lettree led to an eqaally significant 
awakening in all fields of aesthetics. This was especially 
significant, perhaps, in architecture tor whicn tne growth of 
cities afforded many opportunities under the leadership of 
such men as Henry .ttooson Richardson (Tr'inity Churcu, Hoston), 
Richard Morris Hunt (the Vanderbilt and Astor mansions), 
C.F.McKim and Stanford White (Columbia University buildings 
and Boston Public ~iurary). 
The new freedom brought by urbanization gave time for 
avocations pursued with varying degrees of feverish intensity. 
Matthew Arnold is quoted as saying in New York, "'Old Froiseart, 
who said of the English of his day , that "they take their 
pleasures sadly after their Iasnion," would, doubtless, if he 
lived now, say of Americans, that they take their pLeasures 
hurriealy, after tneir fashion.'" _6 
6 A.M. Schlesinger, ~he Hise of the City (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1933~p. 288. 
The theatre was pleasing many tastes and many pocket-
with dramas presenting Booth, Mary Anderson, the Drews 
nd Barrymores, Bernhardt, Modjeska, Duse, and plays depictiqg 
erican types, backgrounds, and humorous or existing conditions. 
The leading cities presented in artists' concerts some 
of the best native performers as well as distinguished European 
isitors. Choral societies flourished. The New York Symphony 
had been formed in 1878 and the Boston Symphony 
rchestra well-established in 1881. Grand opera was placed on 
firmer footing with the opening of the Metropolitan Opera 
ouse in 1883. 
Theology was in an age of transition. The new findings 
of science and scholarship impelled intellectual people to re-
consider their traditional attitude toward the Bible. Religion 
state of conflict between fundamentalists and modern-
former believing that the foundations of faith were 
by three grave heresies: the doctrine of Darwinism, 
he sciend~ o f Biblical criticism, and the new interest in com-
re l igion. At first the doctrine of evolution shocked 
the theological but also the scientific thinkers. The 
eries of heresy trials concentrated attention on the subject. 
ngersoll's negative agnosticism was rejected by Dr. Felix 
dler who founded, in 1876, the Society for Ethical Culture. 
~ 
ry Baker Eddy set up the Massachusetts Metaphysical College in 
~ 
881. The East continued to be the seat of Catholicism, 
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Congregationalism, and Episcopalianism, with a strong infusion 
of Presbyterianism, while the Methodists and Baptists, 
numerous everywhere, dominated the religious life of the South. 
In the Middle West all faiths flourisned. 
Problems in li.~ing presented by the cities brought 
about the organization of associated char1ties. Humanitarian 
workers attacked social maladjustments. The temperance move-
ments, formerly rural~ now invaded the cities and schools. The 
American Red Cross Society had been formed in 1881. Booker 
T. Washington had begun his Normal and Industrial Institute, 
improving the educational situation for the negroes, in that 
same year. 
The average American in the 1880's accepted democracy 
as he accepted- the tele phone, sanitary plumbing, and the electric 
light, expecting someone to furnish him with them as he might 
need them and keep them iifgood working order. He thought 
little and voted the straight party ticket. There were few 
political leaders of first rank. Poli~cal management fell in-
creasingly into the hands of bosses and graft became rampant. 
America had had little or no training in the management of 
densely packed urban centers. The National Civil Service 
Reform League was founded in 1881, and in 1883 and 1884 the 
New York and Massachusetts legislatures prescribed the merit 
system for the larger cities. In 1883 the scheme of standard 
time for the entire country was adopted. Local loyalties were 
fading, giving away to national. In the first century of the 
United States, the national character had expressed itself 
most widely in material ways leading to concrete prosperity. 
Literature and the arts were regarded as a sort of decoration. 
Vap Wyck Brooks has quoted {rom Samuel Butler's notebook 
the observation that a genius can never expect to have a good 
time anywhere, if he is a genuine article, but America is the 
last place in which life will be endurable at all for an 
inspired writer of any kind. 7 Brooks also said: 
-
J. A. Froude wrote to one of his friends l_in 1877 : 
"From what I see of the Eastern states I do not 
anticipate any very great things as likely to come 
out of the Americans. ; •• They are generous with 
their money, they have tenderness and quiet good 
humor; but the Anglo-Saxon power is running to seed 
and I don't think will revive." When we consider 
the colorlessness and insipidity of our latter-day 
11fe~ (faithfully reflected in the novels of Howells 
and his successors), the absence from it of profound 
passions and intense convictions, of any represent-
ative individuals who can be compared in spiritual 
force with Emerson, Thoreau and so many of their 
contemporaries, its uniformity and its uniform 
tepidity, then the familiar saying, "Our age has 
been an age of management, not of ideas or of men," 
assumes indeed a very sinister import.B 
7van Wyck Brooks, Emerson and Others (New York: E. P. 
Dutton and Company, 1927), p. 236.---
8Ibid., p. 230. 
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CHAPTER V 
MATTHEW ARNOLD IN AMERICA 
Arnold approached the voyage to America with mixed 
feelings. He wrote to his close friend Wyndham Slade that he 
hated going but it had been proposed and canvassed so often 
that he had better go and have done with it,1 and, to his 
daughter, that he "hated going" but, as he must go, he wished 
to have before him other thlngs and to be able on leaving 
America, to put to himself without shame Joseph de Maistre'e 
I I 
question, "En quoi ai j'avance l'oeuvre generale, et que reate 
t'il de moi en bien ou en mal." 2 But he heard "all sorts of 
promising reports about America." 
A railway contractor who has just come back tells j 
the Yates Thompsons that all the railway porters and I 
guides have read my books! We are taking a good 
many introductions after all: the Secretaries at 
the American Legation thought it better. They say 
Lowell only knows at home Boston and Cambridge, and 
his advice as to social points cannot be followed 
for America generally. Philip Currie, of the Foreggn 
Office, has given us letters to the British Legation 
at Washington, and to the British Consuls in the 
chief towns. I have got two of my lectures fairly 
printed and ready, and am getting much interested . in 
the Emerson one. I shall be glad to have it to think 
of on the voyage. He did me a great deal of good 
formerly--far more than Carlyle ever did, and now, 
going back to him, I do not feel his merit less than 
I did formerly. I w~nt to see Concord, and Boston ~ , 
and his grave, before I actually write this lecture. 
1 Matthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1896), II, p. 252. 
2 
• 
3Ibid., II, 256. 
Arnold had also been cheered by a Mr. Nadal who, though 
"not in the least 'spread eagle'," preferred the American 
aandscape to the English and so gave Arnold a new interest in 
4 
what he fancied to be a "quite monotonous" country. 
Arnold had been preparing for the lecture tour since 
May, 1883 as he said in a letter to John Morley, M. P., en-
closing the last of the series of "Old Play-Goer" articles he 
had been writing for the Pall Mall Gazette, and ended the 
letter with: "If I make my lowly grave by the banks of the Con-
necticut River, you will sometimes remember me? ••• It is kind 
of you to like my letters to the P. M. G. --the last flicker of 
that nearly exhausted rushlight, but your affectionate friend, 
M. A. 5 
He had agreed to present three lectures during the course 
of the tour which was managed by Mr. D'Oyly Carte and super-
vised with kindly interest by Andrew Carnegie. Arnold wrote to 
his younger daughter: 
4 
(I consider myself now as an actor, for my 
managers take me about with theatrical tickets, at 
reduced rates, over the railways, and the tickets 
have Matthew Arnold troupe printed on them). Mamma 
and Lucy get the benefit of them too •••• A Detroit 
newspaper compared me, as I stooped now and then to 
look at my manuscript on a music stool, to "an 
elderly bird pecking at grapes on a trellis"--that 
is the style of thing.6 
Ibid., II, p. 254. 
5Ibid., II, p. 248. 
6Ibid., II, pp. 295-296. 
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It was by the three lectures delivered in America and 
collected in Discourses in America that Arnold said he wished 
to be remembered. Without doubt he concentrated~ great amount 
of effort in preparation. 
I have nearly broken my heart over my first 
discourse,l but I think it will do It is for New 
York, and I have now got it in print, and nea rly in 
the exac t fo~ in which I hope to give it. To the 
Rede -Lecture, which is in general my doctr1m on 
Studies as well as I can frame it, I have put a new 
introduction, to fit it foS America. Of the third 
lecture, the literary one, I have not yet written 
a line, and, of course, this is a cause of anxiety; 
but to attempt to write it in this last distracted 
week would probably be vain, and all I do is to re-
read Emerson, and to consider what other people I ma 
take in connexi on with him. I have a strong sense o 
his value, which I am glad to say has deepened in-
stead of diminishing on re-reading him. I always 
found him of more use than Carlyle, and I now think 
so more than ever. I should like to slip away from 
New York a nd see Concord, and the grave where 
Emerson is buried, and Boston Bay, all by myself, 
and then to write my le~ture with this local im-
pression fresh upon me. 
l"Numbers: or the Majority and the Remnant." 
~"Literature and Science." 
"Emerson." 
He had drawn up a list of the books he wished to take 
to America, reprinted here from hts Hotebooka:8 "Odyssey; 
Odyssey Lang and Butcher; Horace; Orator; Greek Testament; Praye 
Book; Goethe, Gedicnte; Gil Blas, i, ii; Illusions Perdues; 
Diable au Champ; Emerson, 3 vols.; Frankl1n; Sartor Resartus; 
{1-Ibid., II, p. 253. 
8 Matthew Arnold, Notebooks (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1902). 
5.J. 
Carlyle and Emerson Correspondence; Morison's Macaulay; Traill's l 
I Sterne; Vinet, Discours." The Carlyle and Emerson correspondenc 
had just been published oy Charles Eliot Norton. 
The lecture tour began in New York in October of ~8ci3. 
From there ne went to Boston 1ectur1ng in Cambridge, Newton, 
Salem, Lynn, and other cities near Boston; then to New Hampshire, 
ana oacK to Bos~on and Concora aga1n. The tour took n1m to Am-
herst, then south to Connec~icut. From New Eng~and he went to 
Bal t ·1more and Wasn1ngton and as far soutn as R1chmond. He 
startea westward trom Philadelphia and lectured at Detroit, st. 
ouis, Clev~iana, Chicago, Cincinnat1 and spoKe 1n Toronto, 
ontreal, ana ~uebec before returning to New York. 
I. "NUMBERS" 
The initial lecture Arnold delivered ·in ~~erica was 
n 
"Numbers; or the Majority and the Re~nt." It was printed for 
the first time in The Nineteenth Century, April, 1884, and 
ublished in Discourses in America in 1885. 
Lippincott 
Benjamin Evans"', writing of Victorian critics .of democracy 
t
aid th:t in "Numbers" A~nold showe~ h~mself as a liberal of the 
uture. It was not a l1ttle aston1sh1ng that a poet, a literar~ 
ritic, an inspector of schools, saw that democracy without 
. 9 B~njami~ E. Lippincott, Victorian Critics of Democracy 
1nneapol1s: Un1versity of Minnesota Press, 1~38),-p. 95 ' 
equality cou~ never mean freedom. He anticipated developments 
10 
decades. 
The lecture began with a discussion of patriotism. 
rnold suggested that the right and salutary maxim for both 
individuals and nations was Bishop Butler's uncompromising 
sentence, "Things are what they are, and the consequences of 
them will be what they will be; why, then, should we desire to 
e deceived?" Arnold hoped that the paramount thoughts which 
erica raised in his mind would be of the kind to please any 
rue American patriot. He admired the vast scale of things. The 
ountry's numbers afford a very real and important ground for 
atisfaction. But great numbers are not likely to be all godd, 
or is the majority, whose impulses may be good generally but 
actions are only good occasionally, for the majority 
princi ple and lacks persistence. · The exercise of power 
y the people tends to educate the people but this exercise 
ust by nature be faulty. Plato's very small remnant of honest 
ollowers of wisdom in the famous Athenian state with its 
rilliant people of art and intellect should be considered. 
The remnant was used as a term by the Hebrew prophets, 
wo, especially by Isaiah who called the small remnant the holy 
eed, for he saw that the uneound majority could not survive. 
he important thing, as regard states such as Judah and Athens, 
10 
Ibid., p. 96. 
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was that the remnant was in positive bulk so small it was 
therefore powerless for reform. But in America, as in other 
great modern states, the remnant could be increased so that it 
would have actual power. What would be the saving graces? To 
the American, his institutions; to the Englishman, the British 
ConRiti tution; to the Frenchman, the civilising mission of 
France. Agreement is necessary. According to Arn9ld, having 
in mind things true, things elevated, things just, things pure, 
things amiable, things of good report; having these in mind, 
studying and loving these, is what saves States. 
The Anglo-Irish troubles came from lack of amia,bi li ty 
d 1 k f . t• 1 1 an ac o JUS 1ce. 
In France the worship of Aselgeia, the goddess of 
Lubricity, has marked them jority.l2 Germanic steadiness and 
seriousness have given way more and more so that the Gallo-
Latin element in the French nature gained the upper hand. The 
chief source of seriousness and moral ideas has dried up, 
leaving the Gau l ish salt, quickness, sentiment, sociability, 
sensua lity, and rationality. 
11see also Letters, II, p. 226. 
12see also Letters, II, p. 249. 
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Since Americans came fr om German stock, (a stock which 
Thomas Arnold had declared to be of the most moral races of 
men that the world has yet seen, with the soundest laws, the 
least violent passi ons, the fairest domestic and civil virtues). 
and s ince Americans had the Puritan discipline even more entire! 
and more exclusively than the English, Americans have a great 
opportunity for creating an incomparable and all-transforming 
remnant. 
The general tone of this lecture was reminiscent of 
Arnold's "Culture and Anarchy" where he asked, "What brings 
about or tends to bring about a natural, rational life, satis-
fying to the man of spirit?" and answered, "The growth of a 
love of industry, trade, and wealth; the growth of a love of 
things of the mind; and the growth of a love of beautiful 
things. There are body, intelligence and soul all taken care 
of, but of the three, the mi ddle class is concerned only with 
the body." 
He demonstrated his critical abilities especial l y well 
in the discussion of the French na tion, its racial influences, 
tendencies, development, strengths, weaknesses, harmful in-
fluences, and saving graces. Saintsbury said Arnold showed 
himself as "a political philosopher or even political prophet"l3 
although immediate practicality is no more the point of the 
lecture than it is the point of Plato's Republic. 
13George Saintsbury, Matthew Arnold (New York: Dodd, 
Mead and Compa ny, 1899 , p. 198. 
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Shermn found an interesting lacing together of the 
thought of Carlyle and Mill in "Numbers" • 
• • • "It may be better, it is better·, that the 
body of the people, with all its faults, should act for itself, 
and control its own affairs, than that it should be set aside 
as ignorant and incapable, and have its affars managed for it 
by a so-called superior class, possessing property and intelli-. 
gence. Property and intelligence cannot be trusted to show a 
sound majority. themselves; the exercise of power by the people 
tends to educate the people." So far the passage is exactly in 
the spirit of Mill. The following sentences are exactly in the 
spirit of Carlyle: "But still, the world being what it is, we 
us t surely expect the aims and doings of the great majority of 
ruen to be at present very faulty, and this in a numerous commu-
nity no less than in a small one. So much we must certainly, I 
think, concede to the sages and the saints." 
A similar interlacing of conservative and radica 
thought appears in his important essay on "Equality", in which 
he discusses the "sacred"1!nstitution of pr operty for the benefi of the Royal Institution. 
Americans familiar with Arnold's prose must have 
recognized many of the ideas in the lecture. It showed his 
pleasure in the repetition of certain phrases such as "the rem-
nant", "philosopbers and prophets", "the civilising mission 
of American institutions and the British Constitution", "the 
Puritan disci pline", "righteousness ", "Gaulish salt", "excellent 
German stock". This repetition was not always pleasing to an 
audience. "He is human although misunderstood in the too fre-
quent iteration of the somewhat dandiacal phrases."l5 To 
14 Stuart P. Sherman, Matthew Arnold ( Indianapolis: The 
Bobbs- Merrill Company,l917), p.231 
15Augustine Birrell, "Matthew Arnold," Scribner's, 
:537-45, November, 1888. 
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those who wished to hear the Arnold of "Literature and Dogma", 
the many Biblical references in "Numbers" with the indication of 
rnold's special fondness for Isaiah must have been pleasing. 
reader of "A Word A~out Amer i ca" would have noted, "I hesitate 
to take an instance from America. Possibly there are some 
eople who think that already, on a former occasion, I have 
said enough about America without duly seeing and knowing it." 
In his concluding remarks Arnold had, contrary to his 
sual attitude, spoken in praise of Puritanism. In the fourth 
chapter of Culture and Anarchy, called "He~raism and Hellenism" 
e had set forth the origin of English Puritanism as the re-
ction in the seventeenth century of the conscience and moral 
sense of the race against the moral indifference and lax rule 
f conduct which he termed Hellenism. The fault he continually 
ound with society dominated by Puritan "spirituality" in Englan 
nd in America was that it was so uninteresting and so unintelli-
ent--"la dure inintelligence" of the American people he had 
poken of .iin one of his letters. 
There were different reactions to "Numbers". An article 
Matthew Arnolq" in the New England Magazine said: 16 There is 
ruth in this lecture and truth that Americans may well ponder; 
ut this was not the great message which we expected of Arnold • 
• • People got the impression he was an aristocrat who really 
espised the masses and denied the political doctrine of human 
quality. 
16 J. H. Cro·oker "Matthew Arnold" 
:632-9, January, 1894. 
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Edwin P. Whipple, wr iting in the North American Review, 
suggested the same feeling, remarking that condescension in 
17 
the form of superciliousness infected Arnold's ablest writing. 
The Atlantic Monthly18 was more favorable: There is in this 
discourse a striking instance of his clearness of vision with 
regard to current events, and their inevitable tendency as 
shown in affairs in France. 
I I." LITERATURE AND SCIENCE " 
Arnold's second lecture prepared for America, "Literatur 
and Science", was originally given as the Rede lecture at 
Cambridge. 19 It was recast for delivery in the United States 
and reprinted as so recast from the Nineteenth Cent~ny for 
August, 1882. 
The theme of this lecture was a reply to Huxley's de-
fense of science as an educational discipline against belles 
lettres. Arnold named the powers of conduct, of intellect and 
knowledge, of beauty, and of social life and manne~, as the 
powers which should have a full and harmonious development in 
every individual for the complete and symmetrical development 
of his humanity. 
17Edwin P. Whipple, "Matthew Arnold,"North American 
Review, 138:429-44, May, 1884. 
18Peter A. Sillard, "Matthew Arnold In time," Atlantic 
Monthly, 95:264-9, February, 1905. 
19
see Letters, II, p. 253. 
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Plato's scorn of trade and handicraft, said Arnold, is 
fantastic in this modern world, especially in such a great 
industrial community as the United States. But Plato is to be 
defended when he says, "'An intelli gent man will prize those 
studies which result in his soul getting sobern~ss, righteous-
ness, and wisdom, and will less value the others.'" 
Arnold went on to say that the design of abasing what is 
called "mere literary instruction and education", and of 
exalting what is called "sound, extensive and practical 
scientific knowledge", was a very pppular design in England 
but was making even greater and more rapid progress in the 
United States. Huxley had not fully comprehended Arnold's 
meaning when he said that our aim being to know ourselves and 
the world, we have, as the means to this end, to know the best 
which has been thought and said in the world. Huxley had 
interpreted this to mean including only belles lettres. On 
the contrary, "All knowledge that reaches us through books is 
literature," 
Huxley had asserted that for the purpose of attaining 
real culture, an exclusively scientific education is at least 
as effective as an exclusively literary education. Arnold 
contradicted him on the grounds that those with an exclusively 
scientific education are not developing the four powers 
entioned above. 20 
20see also Matthew Arnold, Mixed Essa~s_(New York: 
he Macmillan Company, 1901), Preface, p. x. 
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The vast majority of people experience, as they go on 
learning and knowing , the need of relating what we have learnt 
and known to the sense they have in them for conduct, and the 
sense they have in them for beauty. The instrument knowledge 
cannot be directly related to the sense for beauty nor the 
sense for conduct. They lead on to other knowledges. Men who 
pass their lives in instrument knowledges are specialists. 
Arnold said further that natural sciences are not on 
the same footing as other instrument knowledges, but possess 
interest to others than the specialists but not knowledge that 
can put people into relation with the sense for conduct and 
beauty as do belles lettres. "Letters will call out their 
being at more points, will make them live more." 
The study of Greek was justifiable, according to Arnold, 
in supplying the need for beauty. The results of the want of 
the admirable symmetry of the Greeks showed glaringly in 
English and American architecture . 
He said in conclusion: What will happen will rather be 
that there wil l be crowded into education other matters besides, 
far too many; there will be, perhaps, a period of unsettlememt 
and confusion and false tendency; but letters will not in the 
end lose their leading place . • • • We shall be brought back 
to them by our wants and aspirations. The humanist can be 
patient for ••• the majority of men will always require 
humane letters; and so much the more, as they have the more 
and the ~reater results of science to relate to the need in 
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----------~~~~~~d~ and to-the~~~~~~,_------------~----------
In "Literature and Science", as in "Numbers", Arnold's 
bearers recognized certain Arnoldian phrases and pbilosophica 
views. He had continued the discussion of the meaning of the 
terms "civilization" and "the four powers" which he had explaine~ 
in the preface to Mixed Essays. He carried the discussion 
still further in the essay "Civilization in the United States. 112 ~ 
At Brown University, the lecture displeased professors 
on both sides of the question. 
In the "Open Letter" column of the Century Magazine 22 the 
opinion was expressed that Mr. Arnold ought to be interested 
in America's secondary schools. His philosophy shows him to be 
what is known in America as a "practical man", so he should 
recognize that the business of life must go on. Let Arnold look 
at Walt Whitman to see equality and democracy in a gray 
flannel shirt. "America appreciates his poe~, but his ideas 
about social classes, political tendencies and education are 
unpopular." 
III. "EMERSON" 
The writing of the lecture on Emerson gave Arnold the 
greatest trouble of the three, not only because he must exer~ise 
great care in what he said, so as to be truthful without giving 
2lsee Civilization in the United States, p. 169. 
22 Henry A. Beers, in "Open Letters,"Century Magazine, 
27:155-7, November 1883. 
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pain, but because he could not seem to find the opportunity for 
composition. The first letter he wrote home after landing in 
New York showed what was hindering. 
I did a good deal of reading--half a volume of 
Emerson's ~ssays, and the two thick volumes of his 
correspondence with Carlyle--the best memorial of 
Carlyle, I am inclined to think, which exis~s. My 
lecture on Emerson is pretty well formed in my head, 
and the passages marked which I mean to use for it--
but oh, my dear Fan, how and when am I to write it? 
The blaring publicity of this place is beyond all 
that I had any idea of. My managers are anxious I 
should not refuse to see people, the press people 
above all, as the newspapsrs can do much for the 
success of the lectures. The men who interview one 
are better than you would suppose, many of them 
English adventurers with a history; but there are 
so many of them that from 8:30 A.M. to 10 P.M. the 
knocking at one's door and the bringing in of cards 
is incessant.23 
"Emerson" was delivered first in Boston, not Concord, 
early in December, 1883. It was ~irst printed in Macmillan's 
for May, 1884_,and included in Discour'ses in America, 
1888. 
Arnold began the essay with a remembrance of things past. 
e spoke of the influential voices of Newman, Carlyle, Goethe, 
nd how "a clear and pure voice", that of Emerson, came from 
cross the Atlantic. He felt comp~lled to admit that Emerson 
a legitimate poet. His poetry did not fulfill Milton's 
'Poetry should be simple, sensuous, impassioned", for Emerson's 
2~atthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
ompany, 1896), II, p. 258. -
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oetry ~acKea u1rectness, concreteness, and energy; it had no 
eal evolution. "Through the inestimable virtue ot· concreteness, 
simJe poem l.ke 'The JjriClge' of Longiellow, ot the 'Scnool-
ays ' ot Mr. Whittier, is of more poetic worth, perhaps, than 
11 the 'Verse ot Emerson." 
~merson could not oe placed among such great men of ~etters 
s cicero, ~lato, nacon, ~ascal, Swift, and Voltaire. His 
tyle was too much in the nature of his transcendentallst 
riends'. l t was "too greeny" t·or American taste. 
Arnold admitted Emerson was a philosophical writer but 
ot a great one, tor ne diu not construct a philosopuy. "Carlyl 
ormulates pertect~y tuc uetects of his friend's poetic and 
eterary production when he says ot· the Dial: 'For me it is 
oo etnereal, speuu~a~lv~, ~neoretic; i will have all things 
ondense themselves, take shape and. boay 1f they are to nave 
w . sympatuy.'" Emerson recognized nis own weakness, the"' tor-
I iaablt:: tendency to lapidary style. I build my house ot 
ou~u~::rs. '" 
..a:hg~l sh 'l'rai ts was not ]!;mere on's vee t work, Arnold went 
n. Both Emereon and Hawthorne were biasea, Emerson oy his 
r ptimism and .Hawthorne by hie chagrin, although "Hawthorne's 
iterary talent is of the first order. His subjects are 
enerally not to me the subjecte of the hign~::st interest, out 
is l1terary talent is of the first order, tne tinest, I tnink, 
hi cu. America has yet produced, -- finer, by much, than .l!.imerson' a " 
u3 
Emerson lamented his own shortcomings to Carlyle saying 
"When I see how much work is to be done; what room for a poet, 
for any spiritualist, in this great, intelligent, sensual, and 
avaricious America,--I lament my fumbling fingers and straining 
tongue." 
Arnold declared that Emerson's greatness lies in that 
he is the friend and aider of those who would live in the spirit, 
and summarized as Emerson's main points : 
Character and self-reliance are everythin • 
But our lives must be pitched higher than ourselves. 
The good we need is near at hand. 
This good is close to us in our daily life and in 
the familiar homely places. 
The good is close to a ll. 
Exclusiveness is deadly. 
A sound na ture will be inclined to refuse ease and 
self-indulgence. 
Compensation is the great law of life. 
Emerson was needed to enlighten the American people at 
that time. The time might come for doi ng other work later b3t 
the work which Emerson did was the right work to be done then. 
Although an optimist, Emer s on was truthful. He~ saw absurdities 
and exposed them courageously. 
"'Nature does not like our benevolence or our 
learning much better than she likes our frauds and 
wars. When we come out of the caucus, or the bank, 
or the Abolition c onvention, or the Temperance 
meeting, or the Transcendental club, into the 
fields and woods, she says to us: "So hot, my litUe 
sir?"'" 
The secret of ~merson's effect seemedto Arnold to be 
his hopeful, serene, beautiful temper; his holding fast to 
happiness and hope in comparison with Carlyle's pessimis~. 
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Very likely, though, Emerson was too san0 uine as to the near 
future; "in this country it is difficult not to be too sanguine." 
Arnold sa id in conclusion that there were two men who 
bad shown their sanguineness in a line where courage and hope 
tere just, important, but not easy--Franklin and Emerson. Thes 
two men, he thought, were the most distinctively and honourably 
American of the country's writ ers; the most original and 
valuable. 
"Branklin's confidence in the happiness with 
which industry, honesty, and economy will crown the 
life of this work-a-day world, is such that he runs 
over with felicity. With a like felicity does Emerson 
run over, when he contemplates the happiness eternal 
attached to the true life of the spirit •••• To us 
he shows for guidance hls lucid freedom, his cheer-
fulness and hope; to y ou his dignity, delicacy, 
serenity, elevation." 
Of the thr·ee lec t ures, the one on Emerson received, 
naturally perhaps, the most comment. Opinion differed greatly. 
"The elite were pleased until up to December first when he 
lectured on Emerson. Then the critics fell upon him." 24 
The Transcript25 thought the lecture coldly disappointin , 
then reversed its opinion26 and held that " the discriminating 
review of Emerson and his works wove a brighter garland for 
24James D. McCallum, The New England Q.uarterly, 2:357-81, 
July 1929. 
2~oston Transcript, December 2, 1883. 
26rbid., December 3, 1883. 
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the illustrious dead than any cheap and long generalities of 
laudation would have done." 
The Advertiser27 said, "The side-leg thrust at Haw-
thorne was sharp as the stiletto-stab of a Corsican." 
28 The Reverend C. A. Bartol, reported the same paper, 
digressed in his Sunday sermon to remark that a forei gn in-
genious observer had joine~himself to the multitude of those 
who had been unable to make out the star of Emerson by reason 
of having no critical telescope of sufficient power. 
The Inter-Ocean29 thought that the Emerson l ecture was 
beautiful, crit i cal, and temperate, but that Arnold was too 
much like ~erson to judge him. 
The Century30 accused Arnold of academic bias and said 
that he did not appreciate the flavor of Emerson's personality. 
The writer also stated: We have had much needed service from 
Arnold; he has taught his generation the h1 gher criticism, as 
Sainte Beuve taught it to his. A singularly logical and 
constructive mind, yet a singularly fluid and interpretive ose, 
giving to his criticism charm, as well as force and penetration. 
27Boston Daily Advertiser, December 3, 1883. 
28
rbid., December 17, 1883. 
29 New England Q.uarterly, p. 376, July, 1929, citing 
Inter-Ocean, Janua ry, 1927. 
30 John Burroughs, "Arnold on erson and Carlyle," 
Century Magazine, 5:925-32, April, 1884. 
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Emerson too is a great figure in literary history, 
ana ~o uis wortn and significance, in tn~s connec~1on, tne 
speaKer dla very inadequate justice. 
31 
A letter to a ~oeton paper attemp•ed to do justice to 
tthew Arnold uy e~plaining tnat "poetic worth" is criticism 
:from tne cJ.assical s'andpoint and is not referring to the r·orm, 
ratner tnan to the subject matter of Emerson's poems. "It ie 
mot crit1c1sm from tne academic standpoint as T.W.tt. supposes." 
32 The ~iterary World pub.l.isned a poem oy Katnerine Lee 
Bates on nearing Arnola read nis poerus in ~oston, and the eame 
issue neld the following e : itorial comment: 
Matthew Arnola and Mattnew Arnolu's v~sit create 
two different impressions. The impression or· tne man 
is pleasant; ~he impression of tue visit is unpleasant. 
Mr. Arnold is not half so gooa a lion as Mr. Wilde. Mr. 
Arnola is r~naicapped oy a v'Oy~y ~arte. 
' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
He threw stones at tne Concrd Philosopher and bruised 
n1m uaaJ.y tnougn ne left him witn tne wounds bound up 
ana uea.1.1ng 6intment poured in. • • • Tne average 
~ostonian, the Atlantic eet, the Concord clique, will 
not nave any ~nglishruan lay rude hanas on their idol. 
And the present is only a new instance o:r an iconoclastic 
habi"t. wnicu 1s n1s secona nature. 
~ess than twenty years later an artlc.l.e could ue found 
33 
n ~ue Atlantlc say1ng that 1n deciding that he wo ula elect to 
31 
~oston D&ily Advertiser, November 4, J.885. 
32 
The Literary World, 14:446, uecember J.o, J.883. 
33 
Peter A. Sillara, "Mattuew Arnold Intime", Atlantic 
onthJ.y, 95:264-9, February, J.905. 
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be represented in prose by the three discourses in America, 
Arnold was righ~ for they represent his prescience in a re-
markable degree. "Literature and Science" was an eloquent 
plea for the humanities but perhaps the best of the three 
lectures was that on Emerson "wherein he penetrates to the 
core of the· philospher's work, and plucks out the heart of his 
mystery." 
Two essayists who attended the Emerson lecture wrote 
their opinions from which extracts may well be quoted here. 
When, therefore, Matthew Arnold came to America 
in the autumn of 1883 expressly to lecture on Emerson , 
as a writer and thinker, there was great expecta-
tion on both sides, and both were equally disappointe • 
His friends who knew that he liked Emerson , thought 
he had found too much fault with h im, and the oteer 
party considered he had praised him too highly ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
However, I think in Matthew Arnold's case something 
may be conceded to him. He came to lecture · in Ameri a 
for a double purpose--to tell the truth and to 
repair his fortunes. It was a sad story. His son 
had failed in business; his father, of course, had 
endorsed his notes, and he found himself at the 
threshold of old age as poor a~ in he beginning. 
Such a shock is felt severely enough by tough, hard-
fisted men of the world, but to the tender sensibili y 
of a poet it must have been a crushing blow. There 
can be as little doubt that it brought on the rna~dy 
that abbreviated his life, as that it gave a melan-
cholic tone to his thought and fil l ed his mind with 
gloomy forebodings. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
He praised certain portions very highly, but 
averred that these were exceptional, and concluded 
with what seems to be a "reductio ad absurdum," 
namely, that Longfellow's poem of "The Bridge", or 
Whittier's "School Days" was worth the whole body 
of Emerson's verse. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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The whole of Matthew Arnold's essay is thought-
ful and interesting but it bas one grand defect. 
After saying that Emerson's writing s constituted 
the most important prose work of the ninete enth 
century, he fails to support the statement by su~ 
ficient arguments. If he bad developed this point 
to such length a s its importance deserved, and then 
fini shed his discourse with a glowing tribute to 
Emers on as a man, his audience might have found 
slight cause to ·complain of him; but after simp)y 
stating the fact, he proceeded to a lengthy dis-
dussion of Emerson's stoical philosophy and finally 
branched off on a criticism of Carlyl~ a nd the c on-
sideration of ha ppiness as the true end in life. • • • 
His condemnation of Emerson's poetry was a still 
severer blow. Emerson's friends had already en-
dured enough on that score. 
Immediately after the lecture, a lively di s -
cussion began about it in the newspapers in which 
leading writers, scholars and professors took an 
active part. How much soever they mi ght disagree in 
regard to Emers on, they all united in disapproval 
of the lecturer's est~mate of him.34 
John Burroughs, writing about the lecture, gave an 
extract from his notebook: 
Liked him better th~n I expected to. A l arge 
tall man with b~ck hai~ s treaked with gray, black 
close-cut side whisker s , prominent nose, large 
coarse (but pure) mouth and muscular neck. In 
fact a much coarser man than you would expect to 
see, and stronger looking. A good specimen of 
the best Engli sh stock, plenty of color, a whole-
some coarseness and open air look. One would say 
that he belonged to a bigger and more powerful race 
than the rest of the people in the room. His voice 
was more husky, more like a sailor's, I thought, 
than the other voices I heard. Vfuen he talks to you 
34 
Frank P. Stearns, Sketches from Concord and Appledore 
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1895), pp. 117-127-.--
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he throws his head back (the reverse of Emerson's 
manner)., and looks out from under his heavy eye-
lids, and sights you down his big nose--draws off 
as it were, and gives you his chin. It is the 
critical attitude, not the SYWpathetic. Yet he 
does not impress one as cold and haughty, but 
quite the contrary. 
In the course of the essay Burroughs said of Arnold: 
35 
He was not an entertaining speaker; his voice 
was too thick and foggy. One would rather read 
his discourse than hear it. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • The force of Arnold's criticism came from the 
fact that it was by a man who had a real and 
tangible point of view of his own, and who, there-
fore, gave a real and consistent account of the 
subject he discu ssed. His view of Emerson was 
not the view of Emer s on generally held in this 
country, but it was such a view of him as puts any 
man who holds a contrary one upon his mettle, and 
challenges him to give as good an account of his 
own faith. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • The opening passages of Arnold's lecture were 
in a stream of such noble and impresstve eloquence 
that I must indulge myself in transcribing some of 
them here. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A lofty and eloquent introduction was that, 
and one well worth the subject and the occasion. 
The disappointment and irritation which his hearers 
felt as the lectuEer proceeded arose from the fact 
that the critic was at much less pains to justify 
this favorable view of Emerson which he had sounded 
in his opening note, than he was to establish the 
~dverse view of him as a poet and philosopher , which 
he felt sure would in time be taken. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Now that Arnold is gone, how many writers of 
creat1ve prose are there in England? Now that 
Emerson is gone, how many are there in America?35 
John Burroughs, Indoor Studies (Boston: Houghton, 
Mifflin and Company, 1889), pp. 128-146. 
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In summarizing the comparative value of the three dis-
courses, Brownell spoke of "Literature and Science" as "a 
real vade mecum for the humanist," characterized "Emerson" 
as one of the most appreciative as well as the most dis-
crimina t ing things ever written about its subject and is 
on a very high plane. "Numbers" seemed to be decidedly 
36 less authoritative than any other theme. 
The response to his lectures was naturally of great 
interest to Arnold, occupied as he always was with studying 
the culture and education of the country he might be visiting. 
To his surprise, "Literature and Dogma" had made him 
a great number of friends in America, amongst ministers of 
religion especially, and its effect had · been conservative. 
The force of mere convention is much less 
strong here than in England . The dread of seeing 
and saying that what i ~ old has served its time 
and must be displaced is much less. People heEe 
are therefore, in the more educated classes at 
least, less prone to conceal from themselves the 
actual po s ition of things as to popular Protestantism 
than they are in England, and the alarm at my 
book, simply as a startling innovation, is not 
considerable.37 
The essay seemed to him to have done good; at a 
critical moment it had l ed many back again to the study of 
38 
the Bible. 
36William c. Brownell, Victorian Prose Masters (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons , 1901), p. 1?4 
37Matthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1896), II, pp.301. 
38Ibid., II, pp. 270-2?1. 
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"Literature and Science" he grew bored with repeating. 
"There is a perfect craze in New England for hearing it, but 
39 
I hope the big cities will be more rational." Americans 
seemed eager to hear it "because the question is so much dis-
cussed in relation to the schools here and everybody cares 
40 
about schools." In New England particularly the people 
seemed full of the education question and it was a relief to 
have Wellesley College telegraph to beg for the lecture on 
41 Emerson. 
When he went to the South , Arnold expressed his desire 
to visit some of the colored schools and found them most in-
teresting. The children were neater and betterndressed than 
the Irish scholars in Boston and they sang "Dare to be a Daniel 11 
for him with great negro energy. 42 The line of demarcation 
still existing between the white and the negro in the South as-
tonished Arnold but he liked the democratic way of life in 
America as a whole. "What I like is the way in which the 
people, far lower down than with us, live with something of the 
43 life and enjoyments of the cultivated classes." 
39Ibid., II, p . 2?0. 
40Ibid:, II, p. 2?~ 
41Ibid., I I . p. 2?5. 
42Ibid., II. p. 28?. 
43Ibid., II. pp. 262-263. 
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wrote: 
When.1 he vis i ted the Clnrks in HEJ:rtford, Connec t icut, he 
It is exactly like the wealthy ~uaker families I 
Have stayed in when inspecting in England; only Mr. 
Clark is much more free in his religious ideas th~ n 
they were, and the whole family have, compared with 
our middle class at horne, that buoyancy, enjoyment. 
and freedom from constraint which are everywhere 
1n America, and which confirmed me in all I have 
said about the way in which the aristocratic class 
acts as an incubus upon our middle class at home. 
This universal enjoyment and good nature are what 
strike one mos t here. On the other hand, some of 
the best English qualities are clean gone; the love 
of quiet and dislike of a crowd is gone out of the 
American entirely. They say Wa shington had it, as 
our Lord Althorp had it, and as so many of us have 
it still in England; but I have seen no American yet, 
except Norton at Cambridge, who does not seem to 
desire constant publicity and to be on the go all 
the day long. It is very fatiguing. I thank God it 
only confirms me in the de s ire to "hide my life," 
as the Greek philoso pher recommended, as much as 
possible. They are very kind, inconceivably kind, 
and one must have been accustomed to the total want 
of rea l popular interest among the English at home 
in anything but politics to feel the full difference 
of things here. The newspapers report all one's 
goings about and sayings--the Commodore at Newport 
sends to put hi s launch at my disposal, Blaine 
telegraphs to the New York press his regrets that he 
cannot come up on purpose to hear me lecture, General 
Grant thanks the Tribune for reporting me so full--
and so on. It is perfectly astounding, but there is 
not much real depth in it all.44 
Indeed, the newspapers were constantly astounding Arnold, 
rom the time of his first impression of their methods and 
treatment when he arrived in New York. At the beginning of his 
our it seemed to him that the newspapers took him kindly but 
e feared a change of opinion at any moment. The Chicago Tribun 
44Ibid., II, pp. 266-267. 
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made a violenb attack upon him for lecturing for "filthy lucre" 
and he had noticed that the people caught the cries of their 
45 
newspapers wonderfully . 
In October, 1883, he wrote that far the best paper in 
New York was the ~vening Post , written by Godkin, an expatri-
46 ated Anglo-Irishman. In April , 1884, he spoke of the Boston 
Herald as perhaps the strongest in America although "a coarse 
47 paper. 11 
As he travelled further, and e specially toward the 
West, the papers grew more "amusing. 11 "A Detroit newspaper 
compared me, as I s t ooped now and t hen to mook at my manuscript 
on a music stool, to 'an elderly bird peckin~ at grapes on a 
trellie'--That is the style of thing. 1148 
' 
The newsp~ ers are too amusing. I do not see 
half the things, as I have not time or inclination tc 
read the papers (they are the worst and most dis-
quieting thing here), but people tell me of them. A 
man in one of the western cities is described as 
hurrying home to hiw wife wi. th a placard--"Martin 
Luther Celebration. 11 "Wha t is it?", he asks his 
wife. "The distingu ished English lecturer, to be 
sure, 11 says she. 11 Run at once to the bureau and buy 
ticxets to hear hirn. 11 At Newport they showed me 
45Ibid ., II, p. 2 62. 
46Ibid., II, p. 262. 
47Ibid., II, p. 311. 
48Ibid. , II, p. 296. 
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the f ollowing in a news paper: "The Baptist Union 
recommend all good Christians to give at least two 
hours to reading their Bible for every hour they 
give to hear1ng Matthew Arnold . This shows that 
in the judgment of the Baptist Union Matthew Arnold' 
doctrine is very nearly twice as powerful as that 
of t~e B1~le." I might fill my paper with these 
stories. 
He discove r ed the Americ .. n people to be kindness 1 t self. 
Vfuen he ar r ived he found Lord Coleridge had preceded him, and 
continued to compliment him with warmly expressed affection 
for all the Arnold family. Coleridge's eulogy produced a 
great impression and was · "freely used as an advertisement for 
my lectures and ~oks," although expressed in terms "a little 
too startling and strong for even this place , and a great 
I 50 deal too startling and str9ng for London." 
Andr ew Carnegie, too, had shown great kindness from the 
minute of the Arnolds' arrival. 
Arnold went to hear Wa rd Beecher and found h1s sermon 
poor although his hold on the vast audience and the management 
of his voice left noth1ng to be desired. Arnold was told that 
Beecher had bt en notified of Arnold's presence and so was on 
his good behavior and therefore constrained. 51 
General Grant called at the Tribune office to thank 
them for their goou report of the main points of Arnold's 
50Ibid ., II, p. 262. 
51Ibid., II, p . 263. 
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lecture, as he had thought the line taken so very important, 
but had heard imperfectly. Arnold was surprised, for he had 
not suspected Grant of either knowing or caring · any t hing about 
his lectures or subjects, 52 but seemed to have missed the 
little thrust at the lacK of audibility although he soon realiz d 
that he was having great difficulty in being hea rd. Profess~r 
Churchill53 of Ana.over kina.ly stepped t orward to give Arnold 
some helpful advice because, he said, he had got more pleasure 
from Arnold, F. Roberts on, and Ruskin than from any other men. 
Churchill a.id prove helpful and towa rd the end of his tour 
Arnold , writing about 11 Numbers " which he termed a sort of lay 
sermon increasing in po pular ity, said: 
I now speak it almost entirely, as it is getting 
lodged in my memory. In these l a rge halls it is 
almost necessary to speak, as any stoppage to the 
voice, such as a book or paper coming between the 
speaker's mouth ana. the aua.ience, is fatal. Of cours , 
if you are nea r-signted and have to nold your manu-
script close to your face, the stoppage is worse 
still •••• 54 
52Ibia.., II. p . 265. 
53 See B11ss Perry, Ana. Gla dly 'l'each, PP. 78-79, for 
Profes sor Cnurcnill's ana.edotes about Mattnew Arnold. 
54Arnold, ~· cit., II, p. 302. 
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Dr. Oliver Wende ll Holmes in~rouuced Arnol~ when he 
lecture~ r1rst in Boston . 55 Arno~~ called hlm a aear ol~ man, 
. 1 B t '1' . 56 tne one surv1vor oi ~he o a os~on no ab1 1~1es. He obtained 
Holmes's au~ograph for his daughter, as we~l as those of Wh1tt1 r 
ana. Hawtnorne . 
The living power of Thomas Arnold's memory pleased his 
son Matthew. "All throu h New England he haihad a prodigious 
effect, and perhaps he, like Luther, has been less pushed out 
57 
by new men and new things than in the old world." 
Barnum invited Arnold to stay with him when in Connectic t 
and the invitation was accepted. The great showman called the 
"Numbers" lecture "grand" and said he was determined to belong 
to the remnant. 58 The s peed with which that term went the 
rounds of the United States helped Arnold to understand what 
Disraeli meant when he s a id to . him that "a great achievement" 
had been performed in his launching phrases.59 
55Ibi d. , II, p 265. 
06Ibid . ' I I, p . 272 . 
57%bid., II, p. 268 . 
58Ibid., II, p . 269 . 
59Ibi d., II, p. 219. 
Still making comparisons, Arnold wrote from Connecticut: 
The people last night were all full of papa, and 
the little boys were reading Tom Brown with delight. 
They were brighter than the corresponding people in 
England , and their dinner prettier; the abundance 
of fruit and ice is a great thing. They are cold 
audiences, but deeply attentive. They are excellent 
people, but their press seems to me at present an 
awful symptom. Flu joins me from New York to-morrow, 
and we shall go together to hear Phillips Brooks on 
Thmksgiving Day. ~e is delightful. You would also 
like Mrs . Fields, with whom we are staying. But the 
people I particularly fancy are two dau hters of 
Rufus Choate--a Mrs . Bell and a Mrs. Pratt; they are 
called the twins, though twins they are not; but 
they are twins in a real genius for lively, spirituel 
en,j ou'e ta.lk. 60 
When he returned to Boston he had the opportunity of 
renewing acquaintances and meeting, among others, Professor 
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Child, a "pleasant" man, "a great authority on ballad poetry." 
In fact, wherever he went Arnold met people of interest in the 
social, political, or literary world--the Whartons, the Biddles, 
the Sanderses, the Wests, the Henry Adamses, Bancroft, the 
Delanos, the Vanderbilts, the Astors, and many others. 
The Arnolds stayed with General McClu g in Chicago. "He 
really was made a general in the Civil War, being a brisk and 
prominent man, but it is odd to address a bookseller as General. 62 
~ At c-l-eveland they stayed with the John Hays. "He was 
Lincoln's private secretary, and is very interesting; she was 
. h . 63 an 1mmense e1ress." 
60Ibid . , II, p. 271. 
61Ibid ., II, p. 274. 
62Ibid., II, p. 2~5. 
63Ibid., II, p. 305. 
The places interested Arnold as much a s the people. He 
enjoyed his visit to Dartmouth College and spoke of New Hamp-
shire with affection for that is where his f a ther ha d said 
he would emigrate if he emigrated t o the states at a11. 64 
Amherst he considered a pretty village with p icturesque lines 
of hill in the landscape, 65 and he wrote in detail of his stay: 
I said a lunch of bread and butter and tea would 
do perfectly for me, and then we went a walk into 
the country, and at six we s a t down to tea--the 
President (who is a widower), his three daughters, 
and a favourite student, who perhaps is going to 
mar ry one of the dau hters. At tea we had exquisite 
rolls, broiled oysters , and preserved peaches--
nothing el s e--and iced water or tea to w~sh it down. 
For once, this suits me perfectly wel l. I had had 
a great dinner with Phillips Brooks--veni s on and 
champagne--the day before. Then we walked up to the 
chapel where the lecture was . We had 650 people, 
the place qulte full, a~d I spoke well. Then we 
walked back, and had a supper of apples and pears 
(excellent), s ponge cakes and chocolate. I went to 
bed soon after ten, for at half-past five I had to 
get up to catch a train at a quarter to seven. The 
dau hters like early ri s ing, and all breakfasted 
with me. A porridge made of split oat groats, . hie 
I am beginning to like (one takes it with cream) , a 
roll, and a cup of tea did for me very well. There 
was an immense bggf steak, but that was too muc~ 
for me so early. 
He decided not to give the Emerson lecture at Concord, a 
it was a free criticism of him on the literary side and Arnold 
64 
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did not wish to stand up in Emerson's town as a critic of him. 
He described the Emerson home as much more English in its 
distribution and furniture than most of the houses ln America 
but with all modern improvements present. Mrs . Emerson was 
one of the handsomest women Arnold had ever seen, and he felt 
she well deserved Emerson's nickname for her--"Q,ueeny". Of 
Concord Arnold wrote: 
We dined at six, and all except Mrs . Emerson 
went to the lecture along the frozen road by which 
the British troops retreated--the high road from 
Concord to Boston . I gave the lecture on Numbers. 
This morning I left with them, by request, the lectur 
on Emerson to read, and we departed, after driving 
round to Concord Bridge and the monument with Dr. 
Emerson and his sister. It is a very pleasing 
country--gentle hills, and New England homesteads, 
and elm-bordered roads (sg~h elms!), and the quiet 
river flowing through it. 
Arnold's tour to the Southern States afforded him a 
beautiful journey along the inlets of the magnificent Chesapeake 
Bay, then through thick woods, and then to the rather ragged 
streets of Richmond where , since it had been colonised not by 
the Puritans but by the English gentry , the liking for England 
and its ways and t he English people, had never failed.68 His 
agents were aga i nst Arnold's going to Richmond and said he woul 
draw no audience , but he had all the old families who in general 
did not go to lectures. 
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In Washington the "dirt, untidiness, and spitting were 
quite Southern" and reminders of all the Trollope and Dickens 
had said. But Arnold was touched by the interest of the people 
in seeing him and in their speaking of England as "the mother 
country." "If I ever come back to America, it will be to 
69 
see more of the South." 
Philadelphia he preferred to Boston and called it the 
most attractive city he had seen in America. 7° Chicago, how-
ever, was a great uninteresting place although it had some 
beautiful parks. 71 St. Louis did interest him; it was dirty 
certainly, and in the buildings there was the want of anything 
beautiful which in all the American towns depressed him, but 
it was an old place, and a mixed place, and so escaped the 
profound Gemeinheit of the ordinary American city. 72 Cincin-
nati reminded him in its smokiness and climate or the manu-
facturing towns of England and had more look of age and 
solidity than most American towns. "What strikes me s:> much in 
them all is, what is the truth, that they are so unfinished; the 
are like ~new quarter still in the builders' hands, with roads 
half made and in a ·frightful state, and with heaps of rubbish 
73 
and materials not yet cleared away." 
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To Q,uebec, Arnold gave high praise which was often quoted 
by newspapers in the United States for he said that Q,u ebec was 
the west interesting thing by much that he had seen on the 
American continent, and he thought be would sooner be a poor 
priest in Q,uebec than a rich ho~-merchant in Chicago.?4 
The letter to his younger daughter, written from the 
Somerset Club in Boston on the fourteenth of December, 1883, 
gave a good account of what was typical in Arnold's life in 
America. 
It seems too long since I wrote to you. Your 
last letter was delightful. Two of the former ones 
had be en rather scraps, but then I like your letters 
so much tha t I could wish they never came to an end. 
This is tiring work here, but at all events, it goes 
successfully, and I see a great many things and people 
that I shall af terwards be glad to have seen. To-
night I give my last lecture in New England, at Tremon 
Temple here in Bost on. I have rather a swelled 
throat, or I should not mind it a bit, but to speak 
to 2000 people with a swelled throat is ra t her trying. 
However, I have two days' rest after to-night. On 
Monday night I begin again at Washington . The manager 
have chosen a stupid lecture for that particular 
place--Literature and Science--and I do not excpect 
a good audience . Last night's history will give you 
a good notion of my life in New England. After see-
ing Mamma off at one I took shelter in this capital 
club to write my letters . I was invaded once or twice, 
but am better here than anywhere else. At a private 
house it is callers all day long. At four I walked 
to the station for Andover, a town twenty miles off, 
where there is a theolog ical seminary and a famous 
school. I was met at the station by a Professor 
Churchill, a very nice man, with whom I was to stay. 
He drove me up in an excellent hired carriage. The 
hired carriages are firstrate here. Mrs . Churchill 
is a ppretty little woman, with two boys, one of 
fourteen, the other of five, an old dog and a tabby 
cat,which did me the honour to visit my bedroom at 
night. At six we had tea--it was really dinner, only 
there were no liquors. Then I dressed, found the 
students waiting outside the door to escort me to the 
74Ib' 
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Lecture Hall, was cheered by them, and walked to the 
Hall (a fine moonlight night--it is always fine here) 
with Miss Phelps, who wrote Gates Ajar. At the Hall I 
was again cheered, then I gave the lecture on Emerson, 
and was cheered again, then walked horne , and a re-
ception was held, with all Andover at it. "~lad to see 
you in our country, sir, and to tell you how much I 
have enjoyed your works," is pretty much what every 
one says. Scalloped oysters {with iced water and 
coffee) at eleven, when the people are gone; bed, 
called at seven, breakfast at eight with a party of 
professors and their wives--coffee, fruit, fish-balls, 
potatoe~, hashed veal, and mince-pies, with rolls and 
butter·. Then I was dti:ven to the station by Professor 
Churchill, intorduced by him to a "le8ding citizen," 
who talked to me all the way to Boston, and am now 
writing to you. Presently I shall be taken over a pub-
lishing house and a newspaper-office, neither of which 
I care to see; then I shall lunch with my agent and 
try my voice in Tremont Temple; then I shall pay some 
calls of farewell; then dine at the house of my agent's 
father, where I sleep; then the lecture; then early 
to-morrow morning to New York.75 
Arnold'e . love of nature did not desert him on the 
western continent. No matter what the weather he found op-
portunities to make the observations which interested him. He 
was delighted with the magnolias, horse-chestnuts and plane 
trees of Richmond, especially after the poverty of New England's 
76 
winter vegetation "--not a laurel, not a holly--" The low 
temperatures of the win t er had surprised him but the arctics 
he purchased and the warmth of the houses and the cars helped 
him to be very comfortable. He wrote he had heard that the 
75Ibid., II, pp. 281-282. 
76Ibid., II, p. 284. 
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Longfellow girls at Girton, England, were aghast at the cold 
and the helpless way the English stood it. 77 
Although the weather was severe near Lake Cayuga and 
Lake Seneca Arnold found the countryside beautiful. "I saw a 
sledge standing still on the snowy, frozen lake, with the 
horses half turned round, which struck me as the only picturesqu 
thing I have seen in America; the picturesque is the rarest 
of things hwre, and the people have even less of the artist 
?8 feeling than we have." 
Niagara in winter was impressive. Here Arnold broke off 
a bit of arbor vitae as in remembrance, and had the luck to 
see a wild eagle, with wings outspead, fly slowly across the 
?9 falls. The floating ice, the ducks wintering from the 
Arctic region, and the water as blue as the Mediterranean made 
Lake Michigan a glorious sight. 80 Both Mr . and Mrs . Arnold 
wished it were possible for them to go to New Orleans, down 
the Mississippi with its lonely wastes and cotton-fields, 
t t h 't . h Bl H f and the grea rees ung Wl h Span1s moss. e ognd the 
Ohio River, with its wooded hills, had a curve which bore a 
startling resemblance to Windermere , where it curved at the 
island, only the Ohio was much broader. The hills of the 
??Ibid., II, p . 292. 
78Ibid., II, p. 293. 
79Ibi d. , II, p. 294. 
80Ibid., II, p. 29?. 
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river valley at Cincinnati were really picturesque and the 
views from the park-like heights very fine. 82 
As he neared the end o~ his stay, Arnold wrote to 
Cfiarles Eliot Norton: 
If I ever return, I fear there will be the sa me 
necessity of l ecturing , but I shall arrange it on a 
very different plan, reserve to myself far more 
liberty, and, above, all, manage to spend May and 
June here, and not your ter r ible winter months only. 
But I hope to see you on the other side before that. 
Herve said that at the end of his stay in London 
he f elt h i ms elf not to have attained "one single 
clear intuition." I will not say that I feel my-
self precisely in this cond1tion at the end of my 
stay in America , but I feel myself utterly devoid 
of all dispositig~ to write and publish my intuition , 
clear or turbid. 
Matthew Arnold sailed a second time to America in order 
to see his daughter Lucy's child. Lucy, who had accompanied 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold on the lecture tour, had married an 
p~erican and was living at Stockbridge. This visit gave 
Arnold an opportunity to renew friendships and he lectured at 
the University of Pennsylvania, but what he most desired was 
to see in a leisurely way what he wished to see, and to enjoy 
the American summer. 
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The tulip poplars and maples in Germantown; the country-
side of Pennsylvania so green, so fenced, and so cultivated it 
might have been England; the kalmia and magnolia growing wild 
everywhere in the woods near the Potomac; tr~e village street 
of Stockbridge beautifully shaded with elms and maples, all 
pleased Arnold's nature-loving soul. He longed for bare 
ridges and the endless brooks of Northern Europe while in tee 
Alleghenies, 84 and said tna~ cne B~rkshires were not to be 
compared to the Lakes or Scotland, but he listed many intere s t-
ing and beautiful shrubs and plants in a letter to Grant Dufr85 
and in letters to his sfter. 86 
Among o t her visits, three days were spent with Carnegie. 
Arnold was impressed with Pittsburgh although he did not mentio 
the steel works. But on a dr1ve through the Alleghenies he 
made Carnegie stop the carriage near a stream so that the 
rhododendrons might be admired.87 
Arnold had a chance to see his friend Norton again 
while Norton was at Ashfield. Arnold read the accounts of 
Norton's meeting and thought the speeches good, 
84Ibid., II, p. 393. 
85Ibid., II, p. 398. 
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• • • but I am doubtful about your petty 
acadamies, just as I am more than doubtful about you 
pullulating colleges and universities. Das Gemeine 
is the American danger, and a few and good secondar 
schools and universities, setting a high standard, 
are what you seem to me to want, rather than a 
multitude of institutions which their pr omoters 
delude thems elves by taking ~eriously, but which no 
serious person can so take.8 
The climate ma de him feel too sensibly his mortality89 
and he thought it best to return to England. He expressed 
relief at the thought of ceasing to see the American news-
papers. "Here one must read them, for through them only can 
one get the European news; but their badness and ignobleness 
are beyond belief. They are the w·orst feature in the life of 
the United States, and make me feel kindly even to the Pall 
Mall Gazette by comparison with them." 90 "The newspapers 
here are so sensational that they always exaggerate even when 
91 · 
all their wishes are against t he side which is winning." 
88Ibid., II, p . 403. 
89rbid., II, p . 403. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ARNOLD'S CONCEPTI ON OF AMERICA AFTER HIS VISITS 
The companion pieces to "General Grant" and "A Word Abou 
.America" Arnold entitled "A Word Kore About America" and 
"Civilization in the United States." The four were grouped 
under the last title for book publication. The last two essays 
were to be his summing-up of the opinions he had formed from 
observations in 1883 and 1886. He admitted to Lady de Rothschil 
that a disc ourse on Life in America was a very tickli sh subject 
on which to work. 1 .Americans would ~every ready to criticiee 
what he might say, just as before his visits they were alive to 
his remarks about democracy and America. In "A Word More About 
America", Arnold referred to the Boston newspaper article which 
had moved him to write "A Word About .America". He quoted a 
friend who had told him that although what Arnold said of the 
great Philistine populace was very true, yet by visiting the 
United State s , something more would be found, something which 
Arnold could not know and bring out without actually visiting 
the country. The friend spoke truth. Arnol d found a something 
else. 
He found that American institutions were expres s ly and 
thoroughly suitable to the United States, a lthough he generally 
lMatthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
ompany, 189 6 ), II, p. 433.-
2 
regarded that "sort of thing" as "machinery." The central 
and state governments functim ed well to preserve the nation~s 
unity at the same time providing the people with the fullest 
liberty to manage their own affairs and affording them 
practical experience. He noticed three points in which the 
institutions of the United States might call forth criticism. 
One. It might be well if the President's term of office were 
longer, if his ministers sat in Congress, or possessed the con-
fidence of Congress. Two. The marriage laws might be fixed 
for the whole nation by Congress. Three. Arnold was much 
struck with the inconvenience of not allowing a man to sit in 
Congress except for his own district, thus excluding a man like 
Wendell Phillips because Boston would not return him~ 
As to domestic concerns, the Americans seemed the same 
s the English--people with a strong sense for conduct, although 
the Americans themselves admitted corruption prevalent in public 
ervice and administration of justice. But Arnold discovered 
hat the branding of a politician as a "thief", like calljng 
r. Gladstone ''a madman", meant nothing more than that the 
peaker disagreed with and disliked the politican in question.4 
2Matthew Arnold, Civilization in the United States 
Boston: DeWolfe, Fiske and Company, 188ST; p. 115. 
3Ibid., p. 117. 
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America was not in danger of r evolution although Arnold 
did not mean that the United States was exempt from causes of 
revol ution. Lord Macaulay predicted that the United States 
would in time witness the same state of things a s in England; 
that the cities would fill up and the lands become occupied, 
and then the division between rich and poor would establi sh 
itself in the same scale. Macaulay forgot, said Arnold, that 
the United States were without the distinction of classes 
which certainly fixes and accentuates the division between rich 
and poor. 5 Although much could be said about the worship of 
the almighty dollar in America, undoubtedly, it seemed to 
~nold, the rich men were regarded with less envy and hatred 
than the rich in Europe. 6 
It was in this essay that Arnold referred again to 
the topic he discussed in the lecture "Numbers" in America--
the French worship of Aselgeia, the goddess Lubricity. He 
warned: 
Do not let the example of France mislead. There 
the institutions, an objector may say, are republican 
and yet the division and hatred between rich and 
poor is intense. True; but in France, though the 
institutions may be republican, the ideas and morals 
are not republican. In Fra nce the ideal of the mass 
of popular journalists and popular writers of 
fiction, who are now practically the public instrua-
tors there, is, if you could see their hearts, a 
Pompadour or du Barr~ regime, with themselves for 
the part of Faublas. 
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No, "politically and socially the United States are a community 
living in a natural condition, and conscious of living in a 
natural condition."8 
Arnold was concerned in this essay with the difference 
between the American and British Philistine. Britain's showed 
their want of lucidity in their foreign policy, in their House 
of Commons which did not seem to work like the American in-
stitution easily and successfully, and in the case of Ireland. 
Although Ireland was supplied with no insufficient number of 
English gentlemen, what she wanted was statesmen who possessed 
lthe qualides woich the typical Engl ishmen had not--flexibility, 
openness of mind, a free and large view of things. 9 American 
statesmen, on the other hand, because of the homogeneous 
character of American society, understood the minds of the 
fellow-citizens for whom they spoke. The English community 
was to Arnold too little homogeneous. Its aristrocracy (and 
here again he repeated his phraseology) materialized the upper 
Jclass, vulgarized the lower class, brutalized the lower class.lO 
What England needed was three things: more equality, education 
for the middle classes, and a thorough municipal system.ll 
8Ibid., p. 127. 
9Ibid., p. 134. 
10Ibid., p. 146. 
11Ibid., p. 140. 
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A system of local assemblies would complement a thorough 
municipal system and the provincial legislatures would give as 
good a basis for a modern Second Chamber as the United States 
Senate possessed in its national Congress at Washington. 12 
Since equality is the pr ofession of the Church of England, 
although not always its practice, the Church should not be 
disestablished, at least, not until far more important reform 
preceded it. 
Throughout the essay Arnold had tried to show the 
homogeneous quality of America's society, the smoothness and 
naturalness of its institutions, its clarity of vision, its 
straightness of thought. Yet an English gentleman, Sir Lepel 
Griffin, declared he would prefer to live almost anywhere 
rather than in America. Such a statement displeased Arnold, 
but he sought for the grain of truth, concluding that "whatever 
the political and social problem may be, the human problem is 
not solved in the United States."13 
He continued this discussion in "Civilization in the 
United States" which he wrote in 1888. It dealt more closely 
with the subject of America than the preceding essay had done 
and aroused great comment, mostly adverse and caustic, in the 
United States. It was commented on by Mr. Smalley, the London 
12Ibid., p. 143. 
13Ibid., p. 152. 
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Correspondent of The Bribune and his comments were reprinted 
in several of the American newspapers. Mr. Smalley suggested 
that the title be amended to ''Why I Was Uncomfortable in the 
United States", and said: 
• • • but we really must not be asked in this 
brief and peremptory way to pronounce American 
civilization a failure because Mr. Arnold did not 
like the landscape, or the climate, or the restless-
ness of the farmers, or the plainness of the cities, 
or the absence of 'cathedrals, parish churches, and 
castles, of Catholic or feudal age', or the odious 
names of the new western towns , or the absence of 
'distinction' among men •••• 
• • • Mr. Arnold's attack on the American press 
touches on what all foreigners of distinction find 1 the greatest mystery and nuisance of American life. 
Another spark of discomfort flamed from a Mr. John P. 
Appleton of Boonton, New Jersey, who wrote to the editor of 
the Evening Post saying that America should be grateful to Mr. 
Arnold for his criticism but "even more strange is his implica-
tion that intelligent Americans place such a writer as E. P. Ro 
in rivalry with Scott and Dickens."15 
Arnold began this American-provoking essay by referring 
to the conclusion of the "Word More About America" and present-
ing as his thesis the success of the people of the United 
States in solving their human problem. He declared that 
divilization is the humanization of man in society, built u~ 
14
obituaries and Notices of Matthew Arnold, collected 
by Boston Public Library. 
15Ibid. 
by the power of conduct, the power of intellect and knowledge, 
the power of beauty, and the power of socisl life and manners, 
and that man is perfectly civilized only when all these 
instincts in his nature have been adequately recognized and 
satisfied. 1~ As the term civiliza Lion is lOP3ely used, the 
most common meaning attached to it is that of a satisfaction 
of the demand for the comforts and conveniences of life. Here 
is where America is wanting. "In America all luxuries are 
dear except oysters and ice; service is in general scarce and 
bad; a Club is a most expensive luxury; the cab-rates are 
prbhibitive ••• "17 On the other hand he noted that for the 
great bulk of the community, the lower income group, things in 
America were favorable. It was easier to rise in the world; 
luxuries of a certain kind--ice, fruit, railway cars--were 
within the reach of the laboring man. 18 
Then he asked the question as to which was the more 
civilized condition--that of the country where the balance of 
advantage, as to the comforts and conveniences of life, is 
greatly in favor of the people with incomes below three hundred 
16Matthew Arnold, Civilization in the United States 
(Boston: DeWolfe, Fiske and Company, 188BT; p. 161. 
17Ibid., p. 163. 
18Ibid., p. 165. 
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pounds a year, or that of the country where it is greatly in 
f avor of those with incomes a~ove that sum? 
He temporized: 
Of course, if happiness and civilization consists 
in being plentifully supplied with the comforts and 
conveniences of life, the question presents little 
difficulty. But I believe neither that ha ppiness 
consists, merely or mainly, in being plentifully 
supplied with the conveniences of life nor that 
civilization consists in being so suppl~ed. There-
fore, I leave the question unanswered. 
It seemed to Arnold that there were two points in the 
system of social life and manners in which America's ~quality 
had done good. The first, the use of the one plain title of 
"Mister" rather than the employment of the title of "Esquire" 
which came out of the "great frippery shop of the Mi ddle Age" 
to draw invidious and impos s ible lines of distinction; 20 the 
second, the charm of American women which comes from a natural, 
free and happy manner to be a real note in civilization. 21 
What is civilization? A civilized country mu s t be 
. t t• 2 2 1n eres 1ng. Arnold employed here a phrase from a letter of 
dissuasion which Thomas Carlyle wrote to his younger brother. 
19Ibid., p. 166 . 
20Ibid., p. 167. 
21Ibid., p. 169. 
22Ibid. , p. 170. 
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Carlyle wrote: 
'You shall never seriously meditate crossing 
the great Salt Pool to plant yourself in Yankee-land. 
That is a miserable fate for any one, at best; never 
dream of it. Could you banish yourself from all 
that is interesting to your mind, forget the history, 
the glorious institutions, the noble principles of 
old Scotland--that you might eat a better dinner, 
perhaps?'23 
The great sources of the interestiQg, Arnold went on 
to say, are distinction and beauty. Lack of beauty seemed to 
him to be America's weak side. This may be accounted for by 
the restlessness of the American which does not permit of 
permanence, or it may be accounted for by the fact that the 
Americans are or1ginally, for the most part, from the great 
class of English society in which the sense for conduct and 
business is much more strongly developed than the sense for 
beauty. Once more, as in the essay on General Grant, Arnold 
referred to the names in America, and the reference is worth 
quoting: 
23 
What people in whom the sense for beauty and 
fitness was quick could have invented, or could 
tolerate, the hideous names ending in ville, the 
Briggsvilles, Higginsvilles, Jacksonvilles, rife 
from Maine to Florida; the jumble of unnatural and 
inappropriate names everywhere? On the line from 
Albany to Buffalo you have, in one part, half the 
names in the ·classical dictionary to designate the 
stations; it is said that the folly is due to a 
surveyor who, when the country was laid out, 
Ibid., p. 173. 
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happene~ to possess a classical dictionary; but a 
people with any ar cistic sense would have put down 
that surveyor. ~he Americans meekly retain his name 
and 1ndeed, his strange Marcellus or Syracuse is 
per~ps not much worse than their congenital 
Briggsville!24 
·As for ~istinction, the other great source of the 
interesting, the case seemed much the same to the traveller. 
Americans were wanting in the ~iscipline of awe and respect--
Goethe's "'the thrill of awe is ~he best th1ng humanity nas.'" 
Everytn1ng is against dist1nction in America: the glorifica-
ti on of the average man who is quite a religion witn statesmen 
and publicists; ~ne ad~iction to ~ne funny man who is a national 
m1sfortune ~nere; an~ above all, the newspapers are against it. 25 
Then Arnold launcned 1nto an attack on American news-
papers wnich proves how great a source of annoyance tne press 
must nave been to him. The absence of trutp and soberness, the 
poverty in serious interest, the personality and sensation 
mongering were beyond belief. 26 The papers gave news fit for 
the servants' ha11. 27 He gave some of his own experiences, 
relating among others the unfortunate hoax in the Chicago Tribun • 
24Ibid., p. 175. 
25rbid., p. 177. 
26Ibid., p. 177. 
27Ibid., p. 178. 
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The want of what is elevated and beautiful, of what is 
interesting, was grave, graver because so little was recognized 
by Americans who seemed to Arnold to have agreed, as a people, 
to deceive themselves, to cover their defects by boasting. 28 
"They play at treating American literature as if it were a 
great independent power."29 "For every English writer they hav 
an American writer to match." 30 Then came the remark about 
E. P. Roe which seemed strange to Mr. Appleton of New Jersey. 
The self-deception, the self-glorification which 
Arnold saw showed America's lack of recognition of her needs. 
She might have "a more delicate nervous organization than other 
nations." 31 So mooh the more then should she have need of a 
1 . t. i 32 sane, coo cr1 ~c sm. 
28Ibid., p. 183. 
29rbid., p. 183. 
30rbid., p. 184. 
31rbid., p. 186. 
32rbid., p. 190. 
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On the last page of the book containing the four essays 
on criticism of America, Arnold wrote: 
That the common and ignoble is human nature's 
enemy, that, of true human nature, distinction and 
beauty are needs, that a civilization is insufficien 
where these needs are not satisfied, faulty where 
they are thwarted, is an instruction of which we, 
as well as the Americans, may greatly require to 
take fast hold, and not to let go. : : • elevation 
and beauty are not everything; but they are much, 
and they are indispensable. Humanity cannot reach 
its ideal while it lacks them. 'Except a man be 
born from above. he cannot have part in the society 
of the future.•n 3 
There are, naturally, several references to America in 
Arnold's published letters between April, 1884, and April, 1888 
America interested Arnold, as his essays and lectures showed, 
in its development of democracy, equality, and towards dis-
tinction. Fresh from his trip he wrote to his friend M. Fontan s, 
"I saw and learnt a great deal, but I am not going to write a 
book. Only, if you will come and see us, I will promise to 
talk to you about the United States as much as you please." 34 
Arnold knew that the Frenchman would be interested in the 
doctrine about France expressed in "Numbers". "But I wished 
for an opportunity to say it, and I had an opportunity given 
to me in America; for it was expedient in that country, where 
33 
Ibid,, p. 192. 
34 
Matthew Arnold, Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
ompany, 1896), II, p.310 
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plain truth is not palatable, to lead up to the dangers of 
America through those of England and France."35 M. Fontanes 
would be interested in Canada, too, especiall y around ~uebec. 
"The Englishman in those parts is apt to be what I call a 
Philistine, and a Pn1listine of a hard type; and so is the 
Yankee too--indeed of a yet harder type than the Englishman." 36 
Arnold's interest in America did not slacken as time put 
a distance between them. American publications of all kinds, 
and perhaps newsprint especially, held his interest. Writing 
to his daughter,.he expressed distress at the distinctly in-
ferior taste shown by the New York Times in its attack on 
Whitelaw Reid: 
Say what Carnegie and others will, this is the 
civilisation of the Australian qualities and not of 
Europe--distlnctly inferior to that of Europe. It 
distresses me, because America is so deeply interest-
ing to me, and to its social conditions we must more 
and more come here; but these social conditions!37 
To Charles Eliot Norton he wrote, mentioning Lowell: 
The account of your Harvard celebration in the 
Times was too brief, ·but well done so far as it went; 
only a few sentences were given to Lowell's address, 
but we shall get that entire in a volume which Mac-
millan is to publish. The solemnity seems to have 
had a thorough pub~ic importance, and it is just one 
of those to which it is so good for America to give 
public importance, and to be proud of giving it.38 
35lbid., II, p. 309. 
36Ibid., II, p. 310. 
37Ibid., II, p. 337. 
38Ibid., II, p. 41?. 
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To his daugheer: 
I read your Burroughs through yesterday. He is 
a naturalist of great merit, and a good critic of 
men too. What a pity he has the American disease 
of always bringing into comparison his country and 
its things~ They all do it, however, except you 
get a man like Emerson. He much overpr~~ses the 
song of the American (so-called) robin. 
American nature had interested Annold constantly through-
out his visit. In the following extract from another letter 
to his daugher, the fruits of his interest were clear: 
I have just finished reading the Pioneers aloud 
to mamma and Nelly; a good deal of it is boring, but 
it is wonderful how the topography and manners gain 
in interest by having been in the country; the 
country described in the novel is round the Owego , 
lake in western New York; I cannot find it in the 
map, but it must be near Binghamton, where I have 
lectured, and where I insisted, though they thought 
me mad, in g~ing out in the awful cold, when I ariive 
just before i~rk, in order to see the youthful 
Susquehanna. 
He knew that he could not see America again. In a 
gracious letter written in January, 1887, to Mr. and Mrs. Coates 
whose friendship he had won on his American visits, he said: 
I do not think I enjoyed any days in America more 
than those I spent with you at Germantown; the heat 
did not oppress me and the beauty of your vegetation 
was a perpetual pleasure. Shall I ever forget your 
Pennsylvania tulip-trees? But the American summer I 
found trying, and I cannot resist the conviction 
that the climate does not suit the heart-trouble 
39Ibid., II, p. 422. 
40Ibid., II, 437. 
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which I undoubtedly have; the tendency to pain in 
the chest diminished as soon as I went on board ship 
to return horne; and now in the friendly air of this 
dear, stupid old country, it has almost entirely 
dis~ppeared. I am not likely, therefore, to attempt 
America again, 4~ough I should like to have seen the 
South and West. 
On the fourteenth of April, 1888, Matthew Arnold left 
his cottage at Cobham, Surrey, and went to Liverpool, where he 
hoped next day to meet his elder daughter on her arrival from 
America. The meeting did not take place. He died suddenly 
on Sunday afternoon, April 15, 1888, having lived siKty-five 
years. "To have known him, to have loved him, to have had a 
place in his regard, is 'part of our life's unalterable good' 
42 
said his friend George W. E. Russell." 
41Ibid., II, p. 423. 
42Ibid., II, p. 442. 
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CHAPTER VII 
ARNOLD'S INFLUENCE ON AMERICA 
Arnold was interested in Americans as a reading pub~ic. 
In 1856, he mentioned 1n one of his ~etters that an American 
review of his poetry was not far wrong, when it saiu ~ne 
sincerity of the poems was the most interesting quality . 1 In 
1864 he haa met an American who told Arnola that Ghe three 
people he wanted to see 1n Europe were James Ma1·~1neau , Herbert 
Spencer, ana Arnola hlmself. "His talk was not our talk, 11 
Arnold wrote of the American, 11 but he was a good man. He says 
that my Essays are already reprinted and published in Am erica, 
2 
nd that I ~hall get something for them, but we shall see ." 
ork . 
His poems seemed to be more popular than his prose 
1 
I have also a curious letter from the State of 
Maine in America, from a young man who wished · to tel l 
me that a friend of his, lately dead, had been es-
pecially fond of my poem "A Wish , 11 and often had it 
read to him in his last illness. They were both--
t~e writer and his friend--of a class too poor to 
buy books, and had met with the poem in a newspaper.3 
Matthew Arnold , Letters (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1896), I, p. 59~ 
2Ibid ., I, p. 304. 
3Ibid., II, p. 126. 
A letter written in 1865 spoke of the immense public 
possessing intellectual liveliness and ardor that Arnold 
thought existed across the Atlantic.4 
It was not until Arnold wrote with increasing fervour 
on theological subjects that America's attention was attracted 
to his critical and political work. By 1883, interest in 
Matthew Arnold's coming w~s keen. 
McCallum5 quoted The Critic, III, 437 ff. which hoped 
that Arnold would have a good appetite for Thanksgiving dinner, 
and proposed to like him because he had seasoned many an in-
tellectual dish for scholarly Americans. 
Boston is prepared intellectually for Arnold •••• 
We like frank cttticism here. If he had brought 
from France the Parisian life, as we 1ind it portrayed 
in Parisian literature , the Puritan morality would 
have something to say, or if he had brought from 
Germany socialisttc tendencies, he would have 
found in cultivated society no welcome. 
An article in Harper's Weekly said that the time had 
gone by when the advent of a British writer was looked upon as 
a blessing or a calamity. While Americans might still be as 
4Ibid., II, p. 359. 
5 
.James D. McCallum , "The Apostle of Culture Meets America," 
The New England O.uarterly, 2:357-81, .July, 1929. 
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vulnerable as Mrs. Trollope, Captain Marryat, Dickens, and 
others depicted them, they were not so thin-skinned as they 
had been. "What does concern us somewhat, however, is what 
we may say and think of Mr. Arnold. He comes with a reputation 
that is superior to any popularity he may have acquired, and 
he will be judged by that reputation." 6 
American audiences expected to find Arnold interesting 
because he was really the first genuine critic of note to visit 
their shores. The Nation said: 
It is perhaps more nearly true of him than of 
any other foreigner who has come here that he 
touches nothing which he does not adorn, and that 
whatever the degree of importance one may attach 
to his results, there is in the intellectual world 
today hardly any greater treat than watching his 
handling of any subject which really attra cts hi~. 7 
He was certainly watched very carefully. Papers and 
periodicals were filled with expressions of the effect of his 
lectures, not only in 1883 and 1884 but in the decade which 
followed. It was not so much his thoughts which aroused un-
favorable comm~ nt as it was his style and manner. 
6Richard H. Stoddard, "The Advent of Mr. Arnold," 
Harper's Weekly, 27:679, October 27, 1883. 
7The Nation, and editorial, 37:366-7, November, 1883. 
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Whipple wrote, "He had light in abundance, though he 
was wanting in the heat which ordinarily accompanies light." 8 
McCallum 9 quoted from the Daily Graphic for November 15, 
1883,the letter of a woman who railed against paying a dollar 
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to not hear an already printed lecture. ("Literature and Scienc "). 
There were numerous press references to the student who 
was more interested in Arnold's mannerisms than in his matter. 
The habit of duckin~is head into a manuscript and flinging 
back his head reminded the young man of a chicken taking a drink. 
A Princeto9Professor changed this to say that Arnold resembled 
a blackbird pecking at grapes. 10 
The Dartmouth correspondent sent on an account of 
Arnold's meeting with an Indian: "It was an amusing sight to 
see the best representative of English culture so at a loss, 
and the young educated Indian standing before him so calm, 
d d . ,,11 collecte , an even sto1cal. 
Americans in general were offended by Arnold's criticism 
and found him quite lacking in humor and geniality. A Boston 
~dwin P. Whlpple, Recollections of Eminent Men and 
other Papers (Boston: Ticknor's, 1887), p. 278. ------
9McCallum, ~· cit., p. 359. 
10 Arnold,~· cit., pi, p. 230. 
11Boston Transcrip!, December 10, 1883. 
newspaper expressed the opinion that nothing but trepanning 
could let any humor into Arnold's brain . l2 
Exception was taken to his persiflage, repetition, and 
condescension, or to points for a r gume nt in his lectures but 
critics, for the most part, praised the charm and simplicity of 
his style: 
Matthew Arnold left many friends in America who 
were first attracted by the author and were at last 
won by the manl and despite the irritated banter 
which hls strictures have excited, be has drawn 
closer the bonds of essential respect and regard be-
tween his country and ours.l3 
An editorial in a New York paper remarked that, although 
Arnold had no disciples and probably no one could be found 
who ever attempted to live by him or under him, he undoubtedly 
exalted the duty of 'see1ng c~ear and th1nking straight' in 
ma ny minds and fostered that interest in ' the things of the 
spirit' which the very trium phs of the modern world tended to 
b t t . . h 14 a a e or ex 1ngu1s • 
Arnold's experiences lecturing in Cambridge were un-
fortunate on the whole but at the time of his death the Tribune 
wrote: 
12Boston Post, April 13, 1888. 
13 
Harper's Weekly , April 28, 1888, in Obituaries and 
j~ulogies, Boston Public Library. 
l4Edltorial in the New York Evening~ ' April 17, 1888. 
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Too mucn of a }pessimist, too much of a fault 
finder, too little in sympathy with tne material 
spirit of his present age, Mr . Arnold was quite 
unable to adapt h1mself to the times, and he there-
fore stood apart and wrote as a ce~sor, brilliant, 
it is true, out not at all able ~o adjust h1mself 
to h1s surround1ngs •••• We may smile at some of 
nis tracts; but we must adm1re h1s sincer1ty and 
thank hlm !·or h1s well-meant efforts to drive away 
the ghost of ~ng~isn orur~llty, American vulgarity, 
and Frencn sensuousness. 
Bos~on resented the Emerson lecture out admired h1s 
courageous honesty: 
Bos~onians will remember h1s dlscourse on Emerson 
Before the Au~uors Club ne said that the 11terary 
class recognize when a man pursues the profession 
of literature with his heart in his work, seriously 
and conscientiously, and feel a favor toward him in 
consequence •••• Mr . Arnold was Mr . Arnold pure 
and simple , unostentatious, serious, and conscientiou • 
His whole visit to thi s country was distinguished 
by the warmth of his reception and the quietness 
of his departure.l6 
Urbane though the press might try to appear , still it 
was evident that Arnold's remarks about America rankled. They 
said he talked warily about Philistines suspecting that the 
British Philistine had many friends and relatives among the 
audiences; that he had to have courage to prates~ or argue 
against the movement for ousting letters from predominance in 
education; that he lectured on questions of culture and politic 
l5Editorial in the Cambridge Tribune, April 21, 1888. 
16 Boston Daily Advertiser, April 1?, 1888. 
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when what the peo ple wanted wa s the Arnold of "Literature and 
Dogrna.nl7 The publ ication of Civilization in the United States 
caused the press to accuse him of los ing no opportunity to 
lecture Americans}8of being boastful himself ·, of being shallowl 
. h" . t• . f 1 d 20 1n 1s cr1 1c1sm o our a n scapes. One article consi s ted 
of a reply to Arnold's char e that America was not interesting. 
He should ha ve found it interesting , not in the accumula ted 
treasures of other day s but in the living is s ues of today--
t h e conditions influencing and moulding a r t a t the present. He 
should ha ve inquired as to how American stained- glass stood 
in comparison with French, or English, or German. He should 
have noted the excellence of American wood-engraving, monu-
menta l sculpture, landscape gardening. He should have been more 
appreciative of the country houses, and given more credit to 
the architect Richardson. 21 
17walter H. Dawson, Matthew Arnold and his rela tion to 
the thought of Q££ times (New York: Putna~s, 1904~. 126. 
18Jarnes B. Fry, "Gr ant a nd Ma t thew Arnold, 'An Estima te' ', 
North America n Review, 144:349-57, April, 1887. 
19Ibid. 
20 James B. Fry, "Mr. Matthew Arnold in Ame r ica," North 
America n Review, 146:5-19, May, 1888 . 
21 M. G. Van Renssa l aer, "Mr. Arnold and American Art," 
the Century Magazine, 36:314-16 , June, 1888. 
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Arnold had tried hard, he had b een courageously con-
scientious, but he had somehow failed to characterize Americans . 
One critic of what he said sug ested that "a tentativeness 
that is almost touching, certainly very charming , is to be 
felt in his most systematic efforts to do. 1122 Another critic 
has cal l ed this failure a lack of understanding of the "Just 
Peo ple" aspect of life, bringing in Walt ·whitman to prove 
his point: 
Arnold , said the American poet, was "one of the 
dudes of litera t ure; " he brought coals to Newcastle, 
for the world "is rich, hefted, lou s y, reeking , with 
delicacy, refinement, elegance, prettiness, pro -
priety, criticism, analysis: all of them things 
which threaten to overwhelm us." "Vellum?" said 
Whitman, refusing tha t materi a l for the binding of a 
new edition, "pshaw! hangings, curta ins, fing er-
bowls, chinawa re, Matthew Arnold!"23 
John Bu r roughs, who had met Arnold persona lly and had 
heard h1s lectures wrote: 
22 
To a man in many ways the opposite of Whitman, 
who sta nds for an entirely different, almost antggo-
nistic, order of ideas, to wit, 1atthew Arnold, I 
am indebted for a les son i~clear thinking and clean 
expression su ch as I h a ve got from no other. Arnold s 
style is probably the most lucid, the lea st embarras ed 
by anything false or foreign, of that of any writer 
living. His page is as clear as science and as vita 
and flexible as poetry. Indeed, he affords a n otabl 
instance of the cool, impartial scientific spirit 
wedded to, or working through, the finest poetic 
delicacy and sensibility.24 
Wm. c. Brownell, Victorian Prose Masters (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901), p. 1?3. 
23Lionel Trilling , Matthew Arnold (New York: W.W. Norto 
and Company, Inc., 1939), pp. 396-?. 
(Boston: Houghton, 
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The larger points of Arnold's philosophy had a lasting 
influence on his readers and listeners in the late nineteenth 
century ,-not the smaller points of his attitude . There was, for 
example, David A. Wasson, a poet himself, whohad defended 
Arnold's use of the word "writer" in the lecture on Emerson. 
Wasson had to leave the parish where he had been the Congrega-
tion~ minister, for he argued that regeneration and salvatbon 
were not to be obtained by blind faith in Jesus, but by intel-
ligent moral culture and spiritual development.25 His beliefs 
had a remarkable similarity to those of Arnold. 
Another indication of Arnold ' s influence was the care-
ful study of Matthew Arnold and the spirit of the age under-
taken by the English Club of Sewanee in 1897. When they sought 
a subject for study "which should lead into the heart of our own 
times, and furnish a point of de parture for an investigation 
of the tendencies and characteristics of the last generation 
of the century, none presented itself more eligible than Mat-
thew Arnold . " 26 In their opinion he would never have made a 
theologian, "for he had not the necessary philosophical grasp 
and insight . 1127 In the paper on his poetry they said, "His 
poetry appeals only to the student; it will never influence 
and mould the taste of even the educated public . " 28 
20Frank P . Stearns, Sketches from Concord and Appledore 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons , 189~p . 148 . 
26Matthew Arnold and the Spirit of the Age, Greenough 
White, editor (New York:~ .~ Putnam's Sons, 1898), p . 3 . 
27Ibid . , p . 51. 
28rbid . , p . 95 . 
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Of his critical principles they wrote: 
To get oneself out of the way is the hardest 
task of a critic, for the utmost that he can do is 
to tell what an author means to him •••• And it is 
here that Matthew Arnold fell short of an ideal 
standard. 
m Perhaps it was his nationality that was at 
fault. We should hardly expect an Englishman to 
"get himself out of the way." . A Frenchman can do 
so, and for this reason the French are greater 
critics than the English. For this reason Arnold 29 was inferior as a critic to his ideal Sainte Beuve . 
The members of the Club continual ly branded him as 
• 
"Agnostic" and the editor claimed that Arnold's most serious 
shortcoming as a critic, his lack of "spirituality ," was re-
vealed as the outcome of reactionary prejudice against the 
ideas of the generation in which he grew up. 30 
An Englishman, Herbert W. Paul·, a contemporary of 
Arnold's, wrote at about the same time: 
That he was himself a sim erely religious man, 
and deeply interested in religious questions , it 
is impossible to doubt. But his religion was so 
peculiar that it can scarcely have much permanent 
influence upon mankind. Christianity without miracles, 
and without dogmatic theology is not only practicable, 
but has sufficed for some of the best Christians 
that ever lived. It is probably the religion of most 
educated laymen in the Church of England today. 
But Christianity without a personal God, without 
anything more definite than a tendency not ourselves 
which makes for righ~Iousness, seems to have neither 
a past nor a future. 
29 b" ~., 
30Ibid., 
pp. 98-99. 
p. 102 (footnote). 
31Herbert W. Paul, Matthew Arnold (London: Macmillan 
and Company, 1925, pocket edition), p. 173. 
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with the turn of the century, Arnold came to be viewed 
in a different light. There had been time for personal 
animosities to die down. Scientific and mechanica l progress 
wrought economic cha nges which in turn influenced political and 
soci a l situat ions. Many of the burning issues of Arnold' s time 
had been extingui shed and forgo tten. Hi s theolo gica l criticism 
was out-dated. He seemed to ha ve real ized tha t thi s might hap-
pen for he r wrote in 1881: 
The force which is shping the future is with 
neither; n or is this force, it seems to me , either 
with any of the orthodox r eli g ions , or with any of 
the neo~reli giou s developments which propos e to 
themselv e s to supersede them. Both the one a nd the 
other g ive to wh a t they ca ll reli gion, a nd to re-
li g ious i d eas a nd discus s i ons , too l arge and ab-
sorbing a pla ce in huma n life ; man feel s himself to 
be a more var ious and richly-endowed anima l tha n the 
old reli g ious theory of human life a l l owed, a nd he is 
endeavouring t o g ive satisfaction to the long sup-
pressed and s till imperfectly-understood instincts 
of this varied nature. I think this revo l ution is 
happening everywhere; it is certainly happeni ng in 
England , where the s ombreness and nar rowness of the 
reli g ious world, a nd the r i g id hold it long h ad u p on 
us, h a ve done so much to provoke it. I think it i s , 
like a l l inevitable r evolutions, a s alu tary one, but 
i t greatly requires watching and gu i d ing . The grow-
ing de s ire , t hroughout the c ommuni ty , f or amusement 
a n d pleasure; the wond erfu l relaxation, in the middle 
class , of the old strictness as to thea tres, dancing, 
and su ch things , are features wh i ch a l a rm many peo pl e; 
but they h a ve their g ood s i d e. They belon~ to this 
revolution of which I spea k. The awakening demand 
for beauty, a dema nd so little made in this co unt ry 
for the l ast cen tury and more, is a nother sign of 
the revolution, and a clea rly f a vo urabl e sign of it. 
Reli g ious disputes h~ve for so long a time touched 
the i nmost fibre of our na tion' s being , that t hey 
still a ttrac t grea t attent ion, a nd creat e pas s io n s 
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and pa~ties; but certainly they have not the ·, 
si gn1f1cance which they once had. The moral is 
that whoever treats reli gion , religious discussions, 
questions of churches and sects, as absorbing, is 
not in vital sympathy with the movement of men's 
minds at present.32 
Arnold realized that po pula r taste was dec l ining from 
literary values to a growing interest in mere statistics and 
theories with no spiritua l value whatever. He must have 
thought how much more quickly the descent would be accomplished 
in the grea t Philistine nation of America. A public which was 
not interested in spir i tual values would certainly not make 
much of an effort to understand such definitions of Go d as "the 
eterna l power, not ours elves , which makes for righteousness," 
or such definitions of reli g ion as "morality touched with e-
motion." A pe ople concerned with materia~rogres s would not 
give up the old f amili a r theolog i cal ideas to formul a te new 
ones when wha t they wanted was to be occupied with get t ing odds 
not ideals. Such a people would be slow to accept Arnold's 
sta tements tha t the Zeitgeist is a ga inst mira cles or tha t dogma 
is only a bit of machinery to be used in order to seek t h e 
truth. Few would rea lize the significa nce of his message tha t 
t h e crudities of the po pula r mind endan ~er a na tio n . 
Arnold's "remnant" co uld be the only ones expected to hee 
hi s warning. He ha d chara cterized them in "Numbers." They are 
32Ibid., II, pp. 220-221 . 
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possessed of an inward spiritual activity, having for its cha r-
acteristics increased sweetness, increa~ed light, increased 
life, increased sympathy. 
1 904 : 
Was there sue~ a remnant in America? 
One American interested in Arnold's influence wrote; in 
There i s today a cult of lliatthew Arnold; it is 
growing; it must grow. It will grow because many 
tendencies of the age are in its f avour; still more 
because many influences are opposed to it, and be-
cause the healthiest instincts of huma n nature and 
the deepest interests of civi l ization require that 
it shall cg~bat these oppos ing influences and over-
come them. 
Is there such a remnan t in America? 
Hardly a book on contemporary criticism can be found 
whose index does not conta in at leas t one reference to Arnold. 
His current of thought is visible in many works, although there 
be no acknowledgement of Arnold 's influence given. 
For example we might t a ke Van Wyck Brooks's Three Essays 
America. 34 He has noted in American culture "the current of 
catchpenny opportunism, originating in the practical shifts of 
uritan life, becoming a philosophy in Franklin, passing through 
33william H. Daws on, latthew 
Thought of Q££ Time (New York: 
• I . 
Arnold a nd His Relation to 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1904}, 
34 Van Wyck Brooks, Three Essays on America (New York: E • 
• Dutton and Company, 1934). 
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the America n humoris t s, a nd resulting in the a tmosphere of our 
b · l"f n35 There are Arnold's "Philistines" contempora ry us1nes s 1 e. 
a nd "the funny ma n." 
Further on , Brooks says: 
The only fTui.tful ap proa ch Un criticism/ is the 
pers9na l approach, and to me, at lea st, Thorea u, 
Emerson, Poe, a nd Hawthorne a re pos s es s ions f oreve~ 
This doe s not alter the f a ct that if my soul - were 
set on the ac cumula: ti on of dolla rs, not one \voul d 
have the power to move me from it. And th i s I take 
to be a suggestive f a ct. Not one of them, not all 
of the~, ha ve had the power to move the soul of 
America fr om the accumula tion of dollar s ; and when 
one has said this, one has ar~~ved at some sort of 
ba sis for litera ry critici sm. 
There is Arnold's dictum that it i s a c ommon error to use 
s a n End wha t s hould be the Means . 
He quotes Arnold directly in a discussion of America n 
critics: 
In a famous essay, atthew Arnold said that it is 
"the busines s of the critica l power to see the objec 
as it really is." ••• For, as Arnold goes on to say, 
by seeing the obj ect as in itself it rea l ly i s , 
criticism tends to ma ke an intellectual situa tion 
of wh i ch the creative power ca n pr ofita bly avail it-
self. There, surely, is the very thing that Young 
Ameri ce needs. Deficient as it is in crea tive power, 
it ba27more crea t ive desire than it knows wha t to do with. · 
In the next two selections from this s ame work , Arnold's 
lea for Inwardness is pl a inly to be seen, and his plea for Li ht. 
35Ibid., p . 1 9 . 
36Ibid., p . 39 . 
3?Ibid., p . 154. 
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Now,it is of no importance at the moment that we 
ha ve no Goethe .in America and that we ha..e no rea son 
to suppose we are going to get one, it is of n o im-
portance that we cannot count on a messianic solution 
of our troubles. What is important is for us to see 
that the really effective approach to life is the 
poetic approach, the approach that Gggthe summed up 
in his phrase "from within outward." 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
But certainly no true revolution will ever be 
possible in America till a race of artists, pro-
found and sincere, has brought us f a ce to face with 
our own experience and set working in that experience 
the leaven of the highest culture •••• As so on as 
the foundat ions of our life have been reconstructed 
and made solid on the basiR of' a·~ experience of which 
we ha ve been shown the potentialities, all these 
extraneous, ill-regula ted forces will rally about 
their newly-found center; they will fit in, each 
where it belongs, contri buting to the architecture 
of our life. Then , and only then, shall we cease 
to be a blind, s e lfish, disorderly people. We shall 
become a luminous people, dwelling in the light and 
sha ring our light.39 
The next quotation is interestin for t wo reas ons . 
38 
Every leader will have his catchword •••• and 
the genera lity of men will f a ll in line according to 
whether the connotations of these words do or do not 
come home to them. • • • To quicken and exhilirate th 
life of one 's o ~~ people--as Heine and Nietszche did 
in Germa ny, as Matthew Arnold , William orris and 
H. G. Wells have done in England--i s to bring, not 
peace, but sword. With Heine the warfare was between 
philistinism and enlightenment, with Nietszche betwee 
master- morality and sla ve-morality, with Arnold be-
tween Hebraism and Hellenism, with orris between 
machinery and handicraft, with Wells between muddle-
hea dedness and fine thinking.40 
Ibid., p. 174. 
39rbid., p . 190. 
40rbid., p . 104. 
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The first point of interest is, of course, the recognitio 
f the value of such phrases as ha ve been identified with Arnold 
he second is the cla s sing of Arnold with Wells , for the caustic 
critici sm written in rebuttal of Brooks ' s sta tement is a !urther 
indicat ion of modern interest in Matthew Arnold. Stuart Pratt 
Sherman es sayed in thi s rebuttal, to disprove the following 
sentence which he quoted from Brooks: "Grotesque and violent 
s it may a t f irst appear , I believe that in the future Wells 
ill be thought of as having played toward his own epoch a part 
ery similar to that played by 11a. t thew Arnold. n 41 
Having attacked Brooks on each point given in the com-
arison of Wells and Arnold , and having praised Arnold at the 
xpense of Wells, Sherma n concluded: 
If my analysis is cqrrect, I ha ve detached him 
~ell~ from Arnold, and established his connection 
with Shelley . This service should be grateful to 
hiw and his followers, for I have denied him the rank 
of a Victorian critic only that I might eievate him 
t o the rank of a Georgian angel.42 
Who else belongs to Arnold 's remaant? 
When T. S. Eliot says that the true humanist must have 
eligi on, the supernatural level above the natura l life, that, 
oo, was Arnold's thought. When Stuart Pratt Sherman argues that 
rt vitalizes and gives permanence to national ideals, that also 
York: 
41 Stuart Pratt Sherman , On Contemporary Literature (New· 
Henry Holt and Company, 1917), p . 52. 
42Ibi d. , p. 6 6. 
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was Arnold's thought. Vfuen T. s. Eliot and George Edward Wood-
berry speak of the importance of the stream of history, they 
are expressing Arnold's thought. When Irving Babbit points out 
that America today l a cks standards which only culture can 
supply throu h education, there is Arnold again. 
When Arnold said he trusted for outward reform not to 
organiza t ions but to the inwa rd character in man, not in self-
expressionism but the wholeness of a well-rounded life, he was 
expressi ng the opinions of the humanists of today. 
Humanism is not a systematic philosophy. In 
answering its great question, "In what does human per 
fection consist?" humanism pursues not the method 
of philosophy in the rigid sense but rather the 
flexible method of culture as Arnold conceived it--
"culture se eking the determina tion of thi s question 
through all the Yoices of huma n experience which have 
been hea rd u pon it , of art, science, poetry, philoso-
phy, history, as well as of reli gion." Only, humanis 
wishes to avoid the ambiguities and vaguenesses of 
Arnold's thought, whenever experience has proved them 
to be dangerous. A human ist who is content to deseri e 
religion as "mora lity touched with emotion" and who 
subscribes himself a Wordsworthian while shuttinu his 
eyes to the naturistic fundamentals in Wordsworth's 
working pqiloso phy, is no longer sufficient in these 
more strenuous vtimes. The twentieth-century humanist 
must acknowledge his debt to Arnold by defining more 
clearly the idea s of Arnold.43 
43Norman Foerster, Toward Standards (New York: Farrar 
nd Rinehart, Inc., 1928), p. 202, (footnote). 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUS I ONS 
Matthew Arnold's effect on the American public at the 
time of his lectures was three-fold: his mannerisms were 
amusing, his conceptions of America and of Emerson were ir-
ritating , his literary style and evident sincerity were 
pleasing. Arnold had the misfortune to have his generation 
overtake him in a r ace in which he had started s ome time be-
fore the rest, for by the end of the century "his paradoxes 
1 
were accepted commonpl a ces." Arnold's thoughts are still 
living in the arguments as to the value of the classics as 
agains t the sciences. They are still living in the ideals 
of the humanists in America. 
1William C. Brownell, Victorian Prose },!as ters (New Yo,rk: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1901), p. 149. 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis was to give an account of the 
merican lecture tour undertaken by Matthew Arnold in 1883 , 
ncluding brief obs ervations abo ut his shorter visit to America 
n 1886. Three groups of material have indicated the trends of 
rnold's influence on America: the subject matter of the lectures 
elivered on his tour, the contents of the essays and letters 
ritten about America, and American opinions of Arnold as 
xpressed in books, periodicals, and newspapers. 
The thesis included a discus s ion of Arnold's place in the 
ultural and creative world of his day to show why the lecture 
our would be desired by Americans. His letters, up to the time 
f his going to America were discussed because they revealed the 
nterests which he would naturally retain in America and through 
hich he would judge and make comparisons. 
In 1883 Arnold was well known as a poet and a critic. His 
ublic was smaller than he deserved, perhaps, because the trend 
f the time was away from literature and the things of the spirit, 
owards scientific and material progress •• In his capacity of 
nspector of schools, Arnold had the opportunity to observe both 
he culture of the English and that of the countries on the 
ontinent. In the comparisons he drew he was not backward in 
ensuring his own country. His letters showed his interests to 
e education, national traits, culture and religion, and nature. 
n his letters and in the essay "A Word about America", he 
~ xpressed some very definite opinions about America based only 
on reading, coversations, and conclusions drawn from the actions 
of Americans in Europe . He believed the country to be menaced 
Philistinism to a greater degree, even, than England for 
erica lacked the checking forces of a national priesthood and 
n aristocracy. He felt that Americans were the English on the 
ther side of the Atlantic with the Englishman's faults magnifie • 
erican culture seemed to him to be hampered b:Y; its religion of 
rotestant Dissent. 
The America to which he came in 1883 was even more 
aterialistic in spirit than England , although aesthet~c appr.e-
iation was developing in some branches of the arts. Literacy 
nd educational advantages were increasing with the rapid 
rbanization of America. Theology was in a period of transition. 
he American public were very much interested in the ' Arnold of 
iterature and Dogma . However , he did not touch on theological 
the lectures he planned to deliver. 
Of the three lectures given on bis tour, · one trea ted 
with politics, one with education, and one with literature 
' Numbers" was a discussion of the comparative values of the 
ajority. and the minority or "remnant" in a democracy. In "L:tt-
erature and Science" he defended the broademimg i nfluence of a 
classical education against the narrowness of specialization in 
the study of the sciences . In the third lecture, he evaluated 
Emerson, placing his poetry and philosophy low, but placing his 
influence on those who would live in the realm of the spirit hig • 
J.22 
The American people were as much interested in Arno l d 
as he was in them. They considered him rather snobbish, and wer 
amused at his manner of speaking. They were offended by his 
criticisms, but admitted his evident sincerity. He admired their 
governmental institutions, and was amused at their place-names 
and eating habits. He was shocked by their crass materialism 
and the smallness of the culture-loving remnant, but admitted 
there was good in the homogeneous quality of American society. 
~ 
In Civilization in the United States, he characterized American 
life ad "uninteresting", thatis, lack i ng in distinction and 
eauty . This final condemnation aroused the wrath of the press 
in America , against whom Arnold was very bitter, and they 
esponded by speking of him in a more or less satirical tone. 
When he died, however, American newspapers and periodical 
·oined in ~~Q~~ 4 na ~rnold's sincerity and courage in attempting 
o foster an interest in the cultural and spiritual values of 
ife, and many writers praised the charm and simplicity of his 
tyle. 
Since the nineteenth century was a period of flux, and 
evelopments came more and more rapidly as the century neared 
·ts close, much of Arnold's political and religious criticism 
soon out-dated. With the turn of the century, his views as 
o literature and sciende became more pErtinent as discussion 
the value of the classics grew more heated in secondary 
chools and in col l eges. Arnold's chief influence, however, 
on those people who believed that cultural standards are as 
123 
i mportant to a nation as the development of the well-rounded 
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